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 NON-STANDARD ROCK GROYNES IN POOLE AND CHRISTCHURCH BAYS 
 
It is wise to make the assumption that every beach is unique, since the wave climate, geology, 
geomorphology, particle size distribution (PSD) of sediments, history of coast protection and amenity use all 
vary widely. Lessons may be learnt from other beaches, but unique local solutions may be required. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The germ of this project lies in two incidents:  

• difficulties arising in 2010 during the construction of rock groynes by Bournemouth Borough Council. 
• a remark made by Frank Tyhurst (Christchurch Borough Council, retired) at the annual Ministry of 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food conference of river and coastal engineers in about 1996: “There are 
two types of rock groynes in the UK; those designed by consultants, and those designed by Local 
Authorities in Poole and Christchurch Bays.”  

 
Tyhurst considered that groynes designed by consultants were: 

• conservative, risk-averse 
• likely to be capital-intensive 
• unlikely to settle 
• unlikely to shed rock armour 
• unlikely to need much maintenance 

 
Conversely, groynes designed by the Local Authorities were: 

• accepting of some risk 
• less likely to be capital-intensive 
• more likely to settle 
• more likely to shed rock armour 
• more likely to need some maintenance 

 
Consultants and grant administrators may fear that a design based on the latter approach will be viewed as a 
“failure” but experience suggests that such groynes behave perfectly satisfactorily. 
 
Consultants’ groynes are likely to have a high initial cost and a low (or zero) maintenance cost. The 
authorities’ groynes are likely to have a lower initial cost and a higher maintenance cost. After more than 40 
years experience, it appears that the local authorities' approach has the lowest whole-life costs.  

1.1 PROJECT INCEPTION & STUDY AREA 
David Harlow presented the following proposal to the Standing Conference on Problems Associated with the 
Coastline (SCOPAC) in July 2011, for minor funding: 
 
“Borough of Poole, Bournemouth Borough Council, Christchurch Borough Council and New Forest District 
Council have all built rock groynes which do not meet the current guidelines.  It would appear that the non-
standard groynes have performed perfectly well.  
   
The project will: 

• examine the reasons for adopting non-standard designs in Poole & Christchurch Bays 
• check the validity of the non-standard designs  
• check the condition and performance of completed groynes  
• provide simple guidance to those designing, building and approving future rock groynes in Poole and 

Christchurch Bays.  
 
The project will require the support of Purbeck, Poole, Bournemouth, Christchurch and New Forest  
Councils and the Environment Agency.” 
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SCOPAC approved the project at the Research sub-group meeting in October 2011. 
 
The project is loosely titled “Poole and Christchurch Bays” but the actual extent is that of the “Two bays” 
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), from Durlston Head to Hurst Spit (coastal cell 5f). It therefore also includes 
Durlston Bay, Swanage Bay, Studland Bay and Shell Bay (Figure 1). Later figures show the location of 
individual groynes in each local authority. 

1.2 THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND COAST PROTECTION  
Five Local Authorities are flood and coastal erosion risk management authorities under the Coast Protection 
Act 1949, amended by the Flood & Water Management Act 2010. They are, from west to east: 

• Purbeck District Council (PDC) 
• Borough of Poole (BoP) 
• Bournemouth Borough Council (BBC) 
• Christchurch Borough Council (CBC) 
• New Forest District Council (NFDC) 

 
The sharing of good practise has been assisted by: 

• SCOPAC, formed in 1986 
• SMP1 (1999)  
• SMP2  (2010)  
• Southern Coastal Group (SCG), formed in 2008 

 
This is not the place to describe the history of the predecessor local authorities, but it should be noted that 
Christchurch and Poole are ancient boroughs (founded in 650 AD and granted a Charter in 1239 AD 
respectively), which gave their names to the harbours and the bays. Bournemouth only became a separate 
town in 1870 taking land from Christchurch, most recently in 1930, when the Mudeford Sandbank was leased 
back to Christchurch for 99 years (the lease expires on 24 March 2029). Any reference to the present local 
authority should be interpreted as referring to its predecessors as well. 
 
The boundary between the Counties of Dorset and Hampshire moved in 1974 from between Poole & 
Bournemouth to between Christchurch and New Forest.  
 
The experiences of each authority are described in sequence from west to east in Chapters 3 to 7, and then in 
date order for each authority.  Chapter 8 compares the practise of the five local authorities and Chapter 9 
contains guidelines for future rock groynes.  
 
David Harlow interviewed officers of the local authorities and John Laker of Dean & Dyball (now part of 
Balfour Beatty) involved in building many of the projects to record their experiences. The author is very 
grateful to them for sharing the insights gained in building so many rock groynes in this challenging 
environment. The groynes have all primarily been built for coast protection, often with grant aid from central 
government. By retaining beach material and locally widening the beach, they also contribute to the amenity 
use of beaches, but this is not usually the prime aim. 

Table 1 

Authority Officer Interview date 
Borough of Poole (BoP) Dave Robson 20 January 2012 
Bournemouth Borough Council (BBC) Dave Andrews & Geoff Turnbull 25 January 2012 
Dean & Dyball Construction Ltd John Laker 25 January 2012 
Purbeck District Council (PDC) Mike Goater 26 January 2012 
New Forest District Council (NFDC) Steve Cook & Peter Ferguson 1 February 2012 
Christchurch Borough Council (CBC) Steve Woolard 1 February 2012 
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1.3 AMENITY USE OF BEACHES 
The recreational use of beaches in Poole and Christchurch Bays is intense compared to other areas in the 
SCOPAC region. The “honey-pot” sites are characterised by a sheltered location, fine sand beach, easy access 
and car parking, and include: 

• Bournemouth Pier (BBC) 
• Sandbanks (BoP) 
• Shell Bay (PDC) 
• Mudeford Sandbank (CBC) 

 
Bournemouth was recently voted “Britain’s best beach” and “Fourth best beach in Europe” (Trip advisor 
2012). Bournemouth promotes itself as “UK’s premier resort” (www.Bournemouth.co.uk) and sees 4,800,000 
visitors annually, of whom 20% go in the sea. The number of day visits was 3,824,168 in 2010. 
 
There are 29 Blue Flag beaches in the SW of England and no less than 9 are within the study area: 
(www.blueflag.org)  

• PDC - 1 
• BoP - 4 
• BBC - 4  

 
Maintaining the Blue Flag is a high priority for each authority.  

1.4 GROYNE INVENTORY 
The work began with an inventory of all existing (and past) groynes in the bays. 320 groynes have been 
identified, of which 114 (41%) are completely or partially rock armour. Every groyne is listed in the 
spreadsheet “All groynes” and has been given a consecutive number for the purpose of this study. 
 
The table below lists 13 contracts undertaken by the local authorities and contractors. It does not include 
numerous projects undertaken by direct labour. 

Table 2 

LA Contract Date Groyne nos. Contractor 
CBC Mudeford Sandbank 1981 S10 to S13 Dean & Dyball 
BBC Solent Beach rock groynes 1986/1987 55,56,57 P Trant 
BBC Hengistbury Head rock groynes 1986/1987 62,63,64,65,66 (61) Dean & Dyball 
BoP ? c.1990 31 CJ Lee 
BoP Sandbanks Additional Works 1990/1991 32 DJ Hedgeman 
CBC Mudeford 1990/1991 S8, S9 Dean & Dyball 
CBC Highcliffe 1992/1993 H0 to H7, H9 Dean & Dyball 
BoP Sandbanks Phase 1 1995/1996 28,29,30,33 (31 rebuilt) Dean & Dyball 
NFDC Hurst offshore breakwater 1996 n/a ??? 
CBC Mudeford Sandbank 1999/2000 S1 to S8 Dean & Dyball 
BoP Sandbanks Phase 2 2000/2001 24,25,26,27, (28 rebuilt) Dean & Dyball 
BoP Branksome Chine 2008/2009 1,2,3,4,5 Dean & Dyball 
BBC Groynes 18,19,51,52 2009/2010 18,19,51,52 Raymond Brown 
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1.5 LITTORAL DRIFT DIRECTION AND RATES 
The prevailing littoral drift is clockwise around the bays, confirmed by the “log-spiral” shape of each bay 
(Figure 1).  
 
The shape of the Sandbanks spit suggests it was formed by westerly littoral drift. The SCOPAC sediment 
transport study (2004) repeats earlier suggestions that a drift divide occurs near the BoP/BBC boundary to 
provide this reversal. The littoral drift direction at the groynes in Poole Bay was monitored from 1994 to date 
to investigate this phenomenon, and showed that the prevailing drift is eastwards on the entire frontage and 
that no such reversal occurs (Harlow 2012a). Contemporary beach processes do not explain the formation of 
the Sandbanks spit. 
 
The average littoral drift rate in Poole Bay is about 100,000m3 per year (HR Wallingford 2010) and 
Bournemouth beach typically loses about 70,000m3 per year from the replenished frontage (Harlow 2012b). 
 
The average littoral drift rate in Christchurch Bay is about 14,000m3 per year (NFDC 2012), which is lower 
than Poole Bay despite the increasing exposure to south-westerly storms. 

1.6 PARTICLE SIZE OF BEACH SEDIMENTS, BEACH REPLENISHMENT & RECYCLING 
The exposed frontage of Durlston Bay and from Peveril Point to the Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) 
slipway in Swanage Bay has a beach of limestone boulders and cobbles. 
 
The chalk outcrop of Ballard Down has pocket beaches of coarse flint cobbles, freshly eroded from the chalk, 
plus chalk pebbles (which have a short life expectancy). 
 
The remaining beaches in Swanage Bay, Studland Bay, Shell Bay, Poole Bay and Christchurch Bay are mixed 
sand and shingle beaches derived from cliff erosion before the era of replenishment. The proportion of shingle 
increases to the east and Hurst Spit is almost completely composed of shingle. 
 
BBC has monitored its beach PSD from 1974 to date (Harlow 2011) and this demonstrates that the sediment 
coarsens to the east. The Christchurch frontage was monitored from 1974 to 1987 and this also coarsens 
eastwards. 
 
All five local authorities have carried out beach replenishment and three have recycled sediment. 
Bournemouth called its 4 campaigns “Beach Improvement Schemes” (BIS). The PSD of Bournemouth beach has 
not been altered by replenishment (Harlow 2011). 

Table 3 

Replenishment campaigns Year Net volume (m3) 
BBC BIS1 1970 84,500 
BBC BIS2 1974 to 1975 760,500 
CBC Highcliffe 1985 to 1986 c. 37,500 
BBC BIS3 1988 to 1990 1,147,362 
CBC Mudeford Sandspit 1990 to 1991 c. 6,500 
CBC Highcliffe 1992 to 1993 c. 14,000 
BoP Sandbanks 1 1992 25,000 
NFDC Hurst Spit 1996 c. 250,000 to 300,000 
BoP Sandbanks 2 2003 88,000 
PDC Swanage 2005 c. 90,000 
BoP Sandbanks 3 2005 to 2006 c. 450,000 
BBC BIS4 2006 to 2010 1,741,547 
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Table 4 

Recycling campaigns Year Net volume (m3) 
NFDC Hurst Spit 1996 to 2013 and ongoing 55,481 
CBC Mudeford Sandbank 2002 to 2005 12,380 
BBC Bournemouth Pier to Poole boundary 2012 4,000 
BBC Southbourne to Boscombe 2013 10,000 

1.7 TIDAL CONDITIONS, WAVES & RIP CURRENTS 
There are particular conditions in Poole and Christchurch Bays that make it difficult to work in the tidal zone. 
The bays are close to a decayed amphidromic point (Figure 2) that gives a very small tidal range.  
 
In addition, the tidal curve at Bournemouth Pier is distorted from the typical sine curve (e.g. Plymouth 
Devonport) giving 8.6 hours of high tide and 3.9 hours of low tide, so the time available to work at low tide 
(31%) is extremely limited (Figure 3). The placing of geotextile and multiple rock layers is very challenging. If 
an operation is not completed in a single tide, it is difficult to expose the work and complete it during the 
next tide. 
 
The exposed beach width is small compared to many frontages because of the small tidal range. 
 
The bays are exposed to   

• local wind waves generated in the English Channel 
• Atlantic swell waves refracting around the Isle of Purbeck. 

The effect of these bimodal seas is the subject of another SCOPAC project. The wave exposure generally is 
greatest in the east. 
 
The shape of the bays approximates to log-spiral curves, and the coast aligns with the dominant swell waves. 
 
Rip currents form during storms. Breaking waves create a landward mass transport of water, which returns 
seawards as a localised current (rip). These can be powerful and potentially dangerous, taking bathers and 
surfers out to sea. 
 
Bournemouth’s timber groynes produce rip currents during storms. A mass of turbid water can be seen flowing 
offshore through the breaking waves and dispersing out to sea. Lifeguards and surfers have suggested that the 
groynes are a danger to bathers because they create rip currents. However, an un-groyned beach is much 
more dangerous because massive rips form every 1000m or so at unpredictable and unstable locations. By 
contrast, the groyned beach has small rips about 200m apart (the groyne spacing) so each rip is less powerful 
and the location of each rip is predictable and constant, so surfers can avoid them and lifeguards can pay 
particular attention to them. 
 
Rock groynes are wider and rougher than comparable timber groynes, and may form weaker rips because the 
current is dissipated. 

1.8 WHAT IS A “STANDARD” ROCK GROYNE? 
If we are to describe “non-standard” rock groynes we had best define a “standard” rock groyne. 
 
Modern rock groynes were first built in 1972 by NFDC. Their take-up was fast and depended on the 
development of plant capable of handling large rocks on an exposed beach. The favoured tool is a 360-degree 
excavator equipped with a rock grab.  
 
Several guidelines have been published: 

• CIRIA (1983) 
• USACE Shore Protection Manual (1984) 
• The Rock Manual (CIRIA 1991) 
• The Rock Manual (CIRIA 2007)  
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The most recent guidelines are contained in The Rock Manual (CIRIA 2007) Chapter 6 Design of marine 
structures and 6.3 Shoreline protection and beach control structures. A “standard” rock groyne includes:  

• Armour layer, typically placed in a double layer (and 3 wide on the crest) 
• Underlayer, also typically placed in a double layer 
• Core material 
• Geotextile, depending on grading of beach material 

 
Several toe details are shown, each of which illustrate the 4 elements above: 

• Toe detail 1a: rock foreshore – piled toe 
• Toe detail 1b: rock foreshore – excavated trench 
• Toe detail 2a: impermeable layer near foreshore level – some interim maintenance needed 
• Toe detail 2b: impermeable layer near foreshore level – excavation to bedrock 
• Toe detail 3a: sand or gravel foreshore with low scour potential 
• Toe detail 3b: sand or gravel foreshore with moderate scour potential 
• Toe detail 3c: severe  scour potential – excavated trench 
• Toe detail 3d: severe  scour potential – no excavation 

 
Toe detail 2b represents conditions on the BBC, CBC & NFDC frontages (i.e. excavation to bedrock). 
 
Toe detail 3a represents conditions on the BoP frontage (i.e. no excavation to bedrock). 
 
The guidelines imply a moderate tidal range (between about 2m and 8m) with about 6.5 hours of time below 
mean sea level, giving time to carry out multiple operations in a tidal window. These conditions do not apply 
in Poole & Christchurch Bays.  
 
The Rock Manual treats groynes like shore-parallel structures (revetments) and this leads to excessive rock 
sizes. 
 
Several papers have described non-standard approaches (e.g. Bradbury et al 2003) but they are not widely 
disseminated. 

1.9 SOURCES OF ROCK ARMOUR 
The earliest source of rock was waste from the Purbeck and Portland limestone quarries. The beds showed 
considerable variation, with relatively easily worked building stone inter-bedded with harder, blocky layers 
that were useless for building. These were often set aside as waste, taking up valuable space. The first rock 
groynes used this waste material. Once the supply of waste was exhausted, quarries produced more rock 
armour as they produced building stone, but the amount was limited and the maximum size of about 3 tonnes 
was limited by the bed thickness and jointing pattern. 
 
Portland stone is more durable than Purbeck Stone. Purbeck stone is more easily worked because it is softer. 
Limestone is now brought in by road from Mendip and France. Mendip limestone is harder than Purbeck stone. 
No French limestone has been used in the study area. 
 
The first Larvik Armourstone was imported from Norway by sea in about 1985. It is an igneous rock so it has 
no bedding planes and pieces up to 50 tonnes can be supplied. It is no denser than Mendip limestone but is 
considerably harder which is an advantage in an aggressive shingle environment. The black colour is 
objectionable to some. 

1.10 HEAVE AND SETTLEMENT 
Eight of BBC’s timber groynes have heaved up to 2m vertically (Harlow 2012c). Rock groynes are less likely to 
heave because of their greater mass, although some of NFDC’s rock groynes and revetments have moved 4m 
upward and 12m seawards because of deep-seated rotational failures. 
 
Rock groynes may settle if the substrate settles, but there is no evidence of this in the study area. 
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Rock groynes may settle if they are founded on sand and shingle, which is then washed out. There is no 
evidence of this in the study area.  
 
Rock groynes may settle as the rocks diminute with age, and voids increase in size. This will be most severe at 
the seaward end, so groynes may become slightly wider and longer with time and the crest level will drop. 
 
Any small rock fragments created by spalling tend to be washed out of the voids.  

1.11 IF IT QUACKS LIKE A DUCK… 
“If it looks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, we have at least to consider the possibility that we have a 
small aquatic bird of the family Anatidae on our hands” (Adams 1987). 
 
Ducks (structures which act like a groyne, even though they were not built as a groyne) have been listed in 
this study, including: 

 
• 4 outfalls 
• 11 slipways 
• 1 quay 
• 4 piers 
• 1 offshore breakwater 
• 2 training banks 
• 3 jetties 
• 1 pile of concrete blocks 
      27 ducks 

 
The table below list the total number of groynes and the number of rock groynes managed by each authority. 
The percentage of rock groynes varies from 0% (PDC) to 100% (CBC). It also lists groynes in private ownership 
and ducks. 

Table 5 

Authority All groynes Rock groynes % Rock groynes 
PDC 18 0 0% 
BoP 31 17 55% 
BBC 64 13 20% 
CBC 43 43 100% 
NFDC 42 7 17% 
Private – Swanage stone groynes 32 32 100% 
Private – Haven Hotel 2 1 50% 
Private – National Trust, Brownsea 10 0 0% 
Private – English Heritage, Hurst Castle 10 0 0% 
Ducks 27 0 0% 
All 287 114 41% 

1.12 VOID RATIO OF ROCK ARMOUR 
The performance of rock armour depends on the void ratio, because wave energy is expended in the voids. 
Four levels of void ratio have been identified in this study: 

• Rubble mound 
• placed armour 
• cubic armour 
• stacked slabs 

 
The loosest packing is a rubble mound – rocks are simply tipped in a pile. The void ratio is high, but the 
mound is unstable because rocks may move, fracture and settle. A narrow grading of rock sizes produces 
bigger voids than a wide grading. 
 

Void ratio increasing 
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Rock armour is carefully placed to give 3-point contact, to eliminate movement. It takes an experienced 
machine operator to place rock armour to a consistent void ratio. It is important to avoid large voids, into 
which beach users could fall. 
 
Cubic rocks can be placed in a blocky manner to give a very low void ratio and the appearance of a wall 
(Figure 33). 
 
The old Swanage groynes (Figure 17) are built from stacked slabs, which effectively have a zero void ratio. 

1.13 COMPARISON OF BOP ROCK GROYNES AND BBC TIMBER GROYNES, 1995/96 
David Harlow recalls a research project carried out in 1995/96: 

• BBC built 4 greenheart timber groynes nos. 39,40,42,43 at Southbourne (October 1995 to April 1996). 
• BoP built 4 rock groynes at Sandbanks. 
• Dean & Dyball built both sets of groynes, which both cost around £1,000,000. 
• Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food (MAFF) provided Grant Aid to both projects. 
• It was suggested that it would be a useful exercise to compare the relative merits of the 2 forms of 

construction. 
• Over 60 variables were identified and quantified. 
• It was determined that, tonne for tonne, timber was 4 times worse for the environment than rock. 

However, structure for structure, a rock groyne was 10 times worse for the environment, because a 
timber groyne typically required 80 tonnes of timber; a rock groyne typically required 2,000 tonnes of 
rock. 

 
It would be useful to find a copy of the report. The following is a list of possible participants: 
 
Bournemouth Borough Council: 

• David Harlow (Resident Engineer) 
• Neal Turner (deceased) 
• Roger Jones (Clerk of Works) 

Borough of Poole:  
• Stuart Terry 
• Dave Robson 

Dean & Dyball: 
• Foreman@ Bournemouth: Harry Neal (retired) 
• Contract Manager @ Bournemouth: Will Shields (now Westminster Dredging) 
• Contract Manager @ Poole: Duncan Glen (now Raymond Brown) 
• Site Agent @ Bournemouth: Steve Kenny 

MAFF: 
• David Ayers (retired) 
• Andy George (retired) 

Others: 
• Martin Mannion (Christchurch BC & consultants). 
• Alan Brampton of HR Wallingford 
• Malcolm Bray & SCOPAC bibliographic database 
• Paul Kemp (Aitken & Howard Ltd) timber suppliers 
• Neil Masters (HR Wallingford) 

 
To date, no copy of the report has been found, but Paul Kemp supplied a spreadsheet calculator developed by 
the project. 

1.14 DATES 
It is common to build groynes over a winter period, so groynes might be described as “1976/1977”. 
If this is the case, then the completion date is recorded as “1977”, but the design date is given as “1976” to 
give the designer credit at the earliest possible date. 
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Significant “firsts” in the study area are: 
• c.1850 Swanage first stone groynes 
• c.1896 BoP first timber/rock hybrid groynes 
• 1972 NFDC first to convert timber groynes to rock groynes 
• 1976 CBC first concrete rubble groynes 
• 1980 CBC first virgin rock groynes (i.e. on a new site) 
• 1997 CBC first reconstruction of old rock groynes 
• 2000 CBC first 100% rock groyne field (although 14 are partly timber) 
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2 PRINCIPLES OF GROYNE DESIGN 
 
The name of the person who designed the first groyne is lost to history, but this area was the site of many 
early experiments: 

• Clarendon Rocks (rock training bank at Mudeford Sandbank, built c.1680 and abandoned in 1703) 
• Swanage stone groynes c. 1850 
• Poole timber & rock groynes c. 1896 
• Bournemouth concrete groynes 1915 
• New Forest rock groynes 1972 
• Christchurch concrete rubble groynes 1976 

 
It is no coincidence that these experiments progressed eastwards, with more robust solutions being adopted 
as the exposure increased, construction machinery improved and the engineer’s understanding of their 
coastline increased. 
 
Before considering the history of each local authority, it is worth reviewing the basic principles of groyne 
design. 

2.1 WHAT IS A GROYNE? 
A groyne is a structure built approximately perpendicular to the coast and intended to accumulate sediment 
by intercepting the littoral drift. Groynes will only accumulate sediment if: 

• there is a prevailing drift direction and  
• they are impermeable. 

 
Groynes are only ever built on an eroding coast. 
 
Groynes have the serendipitous effect that the sediment accumulation re-orientates the beach to more 
closely align with the wave direction, so reducing the drift rate within the groyne bay.  
 
Groynes have the disadvantage of causing erosion downdrift (the lee scour effect) simply because they retain 
some sediment updrift. The more effective the groyne, the worse the lee scour effect.  
 
The longer the groyne, the greater the length of updrift coast protected. 
 
Single groynes are rare (the Hengistbury Head Long Groyne being a notable exception in the study area) 
because they only provide protection to a short length of coast.  

2.2 WHAT IS A GROYNE FIELD? 
It is common practise to build multiple copies of a groyne along a frontage - a “groyne field” - to extend the 
protection over a greater length of coast. 
 
There is merit in repeating a standard groyne design to give a uniform beach profile along the frontage, so 
that the standard of protection (SoP) is constant. If groynes vary widely in geometry or performance they will 
produce a variable beach profile and SoP, which can cause difficulties. 
 
It is not uncommon to build a field of alternate long and short groynes (e.g. Chapter 6.5 later). This is thought 
to save cost on the short groynes without unduly compromising the performance of the long groynes. 

2.3 MULTIPLE GENERATIONS OF GROYNE FIELDS 
A groyne field may be built over a long period of time because of  

• financial restrictions 
• lee scour transfers erosion downdrift and this is countered by extending the groyne field downdrift. 
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Groynes have a long life (say 25 years for timber groynes and 50 for rock groynes) and most coast protection 
assets are renewed when they become life-expired. Consequently it is not uncommon for multiple generations 
of groyne fields to be built on the same site (e.g. 2 generations at PDC, BoP, CBC & NFDC and 3 generations at 
BBC).  
 
The detailed design of groynes may evolve with time as experience is gained (e.g. BBC’s progression through 
Types A to K). 

2.4 EFFECTIVE GROYNES 
To be effective, a groyne should be: 

• closed down onto the substrate (so sediment cannot pass under it) 
• closed back to the seawall (so sediment cannot pass behind it) 
• as high as possible (so sediment cannot pass over it) 
• as long as possible (so sediment cannot pass to seaward of it) 
• impermeable (so sediment cannot pass through it).  

 
Clearly, engineering and economic restrictions mean that groynes have to compromise on these aims, so 
groynes are often less effective than they might otherwise be: 

• there may be no substrate at reasonable depth 
• there may be no defence line to close onto 
• the maximum height is related to the beach profile 
• the maximum length is restricted by the level of low Spring tide 
• the construction method may render a groyne permeable (e.g. rock armour). 

 
The lack of a defence line to close onto may not be a problem if the active beach does not move landward of 
the groyne. However, since groynes are only built on eroding coasts, this implies that replenishment must also 
be used to prevent erosion. 
 
It may be argued that it is necessary to permit some sediment bypassing to avoid terminal scour. However, 
this leads to the absurdity of permeable groyne designs that are ineffective as groynes, are expensive to build 
and maintain, and retain no sediment. 

2.5 GROYNES AND BEACH REPLENISHMENT 
Since no groynes are 100% effective, they cannot retain all the available sediment on a frontage. Beach levels 
therefore drop with time, exposing the groynes to damage, reducing their effectiveness and increasing the 
littoral drift rate. Many old groyne fields are therefore rebuilt over time and artificially filled (beach 
replenishment). All five authorities have replaced groyne fields and replenished their beaches. 
 
If a beach is replenished, it is logical to make the groynes as effective as possible to extend the life of the 
beach fill. The terminal scour issue can be dealt with by extending the groyne field, or by beach 
replenishment. 

2.6 GROYNE TYPES & PLAN FORMS 
Groynes can be categorised by their construction material, and the following have been used in the study 
area: 

• timber  
• rock – stone slabs 
• rock - rubble mounds 
• rock - Armourstone 
• precast concrete 
• concrete rubble 
• steel sheet piles  
• composites of the above  
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All timber groynes in the study area are straight-line structures and in plan form they can be represented by 
the letter “I”. Many rock groynes are similarly simple in plan form, but more complex shapes are possible, 
such as fish-tail “Y” plan forms or “T” shapes. Some groynes in the study area have been fitted with small 
spurs on one side to help retain a pocket beach. 

2.7 THE RELATIVE MERITS OF TIMBER & ROCK GROYNES 
Timber groynes (if well built and well maintained) are completely impermeable, so they act as complete 
barriers to the littoral drift. They reflect wave energy because they are impermeable and smooth. 
 
As they age, planks may be dislodged and this reduces their effectiveness, so maintenance is required to 
ensure full performance. BBC’s experience suggests 25 years is the maximum life of timber groynes, and that 
23 years is the average life due to gribble infestation rather than abrasion (Harlow 2010). 
 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the sediment gradient at a timber groyne 4m high above the substrate. The impermeable 
groyne forms a vertical step in the beach. This potential hazard to beach users is normally addressed by 
warning signs. 
 
Figure 5.1 illustrates schematically the beach plan form in timber groyne compartments. The beach contours 
are concave with the maximum angle occurring at the downdrift groyne. 
 
Rock groynes are permeable (indeed, they rely on the voids between rocks to dissipate wave energy) so they 
act as partial barriers to the littoral drift (Dornbusch 2008). They dissipate wave energy because they are 
permeable and rough. 
 
As they age, rocks may be dislodged or reduce in volume (as wear occurs). This reduces their effectiveness, so 
some intervention is required to maintain full performance. Conventional wisdom suggests rock groynes have 
a working life of 50 years although there is no evidence for this. CBC’s experience suggests that limestone 
rock groynes need maintenance after 20 years. 
 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the sediment gradient through the voids of a permeable rock groyne with no core. The 
side slope of 1:1.5 is based on typical groynes in Christchurch Bay. Even with this relatively steep slope, the 
large area of the cross section compared to a timber groyne is striking, but there is the benefit of no piling 
into the substrate. This gradient occurs on both sand and shingle beaches because the PSD is small compared 
to the void size. 
 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the sediment gradient through a permeable rock groyne with a core which, being 
composed of smaller rocks, has a lower permeability. This will modify the sediment gradient within the 
groyne, but because the outer armour layer is at least one rock thick, sediment can still flow through the 
upper part of the groyne. 
 
There are several consequences of this sediment gradient: 

• sediment travels through the rock groyne 
• the littoral drift is reduced by less than by a comparable timber groyne 
• the updrift beach level is lower than for a comparable timber groyne and the downdrift beach is 

higher. 
This suggests that a rock groyne is less effective than a timber groyne of similar height and length. 
 
Figure 5.2 illustrates that a comparable rock groyne is much wider and diffracts wave energy, changing the 
plan form of the groyne compartments. The recurves at the groynes are the result of diffraction. If the initial 
beach volume is the same and the groynes are of identical length, then the beach width at the mid-point of 
the compartment is a little less for rock groynes than for timber groynes and so the SoP is lower. 
 
Timber groynes are susceptible to progressive collapse, though none have occurred in the study area. Rock 
groynes are less susceptible to progressive collapse. 
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2.8 RE-USE OF GROYNE SITES 
Timber groynes rely on piles driven into the substrate below the beach to support the planks that form the 
barrier to the drift (Figure 4.1). All new timber groynes should be built on a virgin site, otherwise new piles 
driven close to old pile holes may deviate into the old pile holes. This was a problem when BBC groyne 43 
crossed the line of an old groyne in 1995. 
 
Rock groynes may settle with time but do not penetrate the substrate. It is therefore possible to completely 
remove a redundant rock groyne and re-use the site. 

2.9 ASYMMETRY OF GROYNE COMPARTMENTS 
Figure 5 illustrates the beach plan forms within groyne compartments, for the prevailing littoral drift.  
 
There is no reason to suppose that the beach plan form is a mirror image when a littoral drift reversal occurs, 
because it is very unlikely that the wind speed, duration and fetch lengths are ever symmetrical at any site. 
The plan form of the bays suggests that, for example: 

• Hurst Spit is most exposed to the southwest, but is sheltered from the east. 
• Swanage is most exposed the east, but is sheltered from the prevailing south-westerly waves. 

 
Accordingly each site should be assessed for its maximum exposure. This does not translate into different 
resultant drift directions, because the occurrence of winds from different directions varies with time. 

2.10 GROYNE LENGTH L, SPACING S, AND SPACING/LENGTH RATIO S/L 
The spreadsheet “all groynes” contains the length, spacing and azimuth of all groynes in the study area. 
Figures 6, 7, 9, 10 display factors against distance alongshore for “all groynes” and “rock groynes” 
respectively. The data points have been joined by lines because this emphasises “spikes” in the data, which 
are often very significant structures. If the lines are not present, the outliers become less obvious and may be 
overlooked. 
 
To be effective, groynes should be as long as possible (section 2.4 above). However, construction costs 
increase with length, water depth and exposure to wave action and the constraint of the small tidal range 
becomes critical. The low water mark of spring tides is the normal limit. 
 
Once the ideal length has been identified for a frontage, it is usual practise to make all groynes the same 
length, because the ultimate aim is to produce a beach of uniform geometry, to provide a consistent Standard 
of Protection (SoP). Despite this, CBC built a field of alternate long and short groynes (section 6.5 later). 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the groyne length L in the study area. Several groups of groynes display a near-constant 
length, the largest and longest group being BBC timber groynes 1 to 50 with a nominal length of 70.8 m. The 
extra length measured by the CCO reflects the varying width of the seawall and the need for the groynes to 
close back over this distance in a non-standard way. Despite the increase in cost, the length of the BBC 
groynes was deliberately increased from the 1st generation to the 2nd generation as the additional benefit of 
more effective groynes was recognised, as it increases the “carrying capacity” of the groyne field.  
 
To be effective, groynes should be as close together as possible (section 2.4 above). Figure 7 illustrates the 
groyne spacing S in the study area, which is generally <250m.  
 
Given the prevailing easterly littoral drift (Harlow 2012a) the spacing S is measured from the next groyne to 
the west (Figure 8). 
 
The S/L ratio is a simple calculation, which is nevertheless quite useful. Given the assumptions above that 
groynes should be  

• as long as possible 
• all the same length 
• as close together as possible 
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then it follows that the S/L ratio should be as low as possible, and constant. However, this is a proxy for a 
very complex economic calculation. 
 
Figures 8.1, 8.2 & 8.3 illustrate identical groynes with regular spacing/length ratios of 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 
respectively. The average beach widths X, Y & Z increase as the S/L ratio decreases, and the volume retained 
by the groynes is directly proportional to the S/L ratio. As the littoral drift reverses, sediment moves from 
one end of the groyne compartment to the other and slops out until each compartment is at its maximum 
carrying capacity. If the beach contours formed a straight line, the volume is directly proportional to the 
spacing and the average width of the beach X<Y<Z. However, the beach contours form a gentle concave 
curve, so there is even greater benefit from closer spacing. 
 
Figure9 illustrates the S/L ratio in the study area. Considering the BBC groynes: 

• 1 to 35 have an average S/L ratio of 2.5:1 
• 35A to 50 have an average S/L ratio of 1.5:1 in the more exposed east 
• 20A and 35A were inserted in the groyne field to eliminate problems caused by a high S/L ratio 
• 33 has a S/L ratio of 3.6:1 and is the worst-performing groyne compartment 
• 18 &19 have a S/L ratio of 2.0:1 and are demonstrably the best-performing groynes on the frontage 
• Groynes 11-21 were moved to equalise the S/L ratio between 2000 & 2004. 

 
For the BBC frontage: 

• the S/L ratio should fall from west to east as the exposure increases 
• 2.0:1 represents good practise 
• 2.5:1 is just acceptable 
• 3.0:1 is definitely unacceptable. 

 
Regular groyne spacing and constant L confers many benefits. Figure 8.4 demonstrates the problems that 
arise if a groyne becomes damaged or is destroyed. S is effectively doubled and the beach becomes very 
narrow against the seawall. 
 
If groynes are built to a very irregular spacing (Figure 8.5) the standard of protection varies widely along the 
coast. 
 
BBC’s groynes in Poole Bay show easterly drift about 65% of the time, westerly drift about 25% of the time, 
and the direction is indeterminate about 10% of the time. There are about 14 drift reversals per year (Harlow 
2012a). 
 
Step-backs in the baseline occur when lee scour went unchecked for many years (Figure 8.6). These prevent 
reversals of the littoral drift – these groynes become “non-return valves” for the sediment, and this increases 
the resultant drift rate. The resultant drift would be reduced if reversals could occur. 

2.11 GROYNE AZIMUTH A 
The baseline for the coast approximates to the log-spiral shape of the bays, so discontinuities occur at 
headlands and tidal inlets (Figure 1). The baseline can be considered straight over short distances (e.g. a 
single groyne compartment).  
 
Virtually all modern groynes are perpendicular (A = 90o) to the baseline (Figure 10.1) because:  

• the groyne is as short as possible 
• the beach makes a near-right angle “B” to the groyne  
• the groyne compartment remains nearly symmetrical when the littoral drift reverses. 

 
Some groynes were built at an acute angle (A < 90o) to the littoral drift (Figure 10.2), for example  

• 1896 groynes at Sandbanks 
• 1927 experimental groyne #1 at Swanage 
• 1930’s groyne #3 at Swanage 
• Groyne #8 at Brownsea Island (date unknown, perhaps 1950’s) 
• Hengistbury Head Long Groyne (1937). 
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The acute angle has the disadvantage of making the groyne longer, but has the advantage of the groyne 
meeting the realigned beach contours at a right angle “B”. However, if the littoral drift reverses direction, 
the beach makes an acute angle with the groyne that is very inefficient. It was probably assumed that this 
layout was appropriate if the littoral drift did not reverse.  
 
It was most unusual for groynes to be built at an obtuse angle (A > 90o) to the littoral drift (Figure 10.3). The 
only examples are: 

• 30 groynes at Swanage dating from c.1850. 
• 1927 experimental groyne #2 at Swanage  

 
The obtuse angle was not widely used because:  

• the beach makes an inefficient acute angle “B” to the groyne most of the time 
• the groynes are longer than necessary. 

 
It might be that all these groynes were built as experiments (to confirm that acute angles were preferable), 
or that the littoral drift was thought to be in the opposite direction. 
 
Figure 11 illustrates the azimuth of groynes in the study area. The vast majority are very close to 
perpendicular, and notably all groynes built since 1937 are perpendicular. Most of the slight departures from 
90o are probably the result of difficulties in measuring the base line. It is clearly important to identify the 
baseline carefully. 
 
All future groynes should be built at 90o to the base line. 

2.12 GROYNE LONG PROFILE & EFFECTIVE PROFILE 
Rock groynes may adopt one of several long profiles (Figure 12). The Rock Manual illustrates the two most 
common types (1 & 2), but two more types have been identified in the study area: 

• Type 1 - slope constant along groyne 
• Type 2 – horizontal along top of groyne 
• Type 3 – slope at landward end, horizontal at seaward end 
• Type 4 – horizontal at landward end, slope at seaward end 

In every case, the roundhead forms a steeper slope at the seaward end. 
 
The long profile of a groyne must be designed to match the beach profile, but this can vary widely over many 
time scales: 

• over hours as the tide rises and falls 
• over days as the weather changes 
• over weeks as the tides vary from Springs to Neaps 
• over months as the beach changes from summer to winter profile 
• over years & decades as beach levels reduce 

 
It is easy to define the nominal crest level of a new timber groyne (Figure 13.1). A straight line defines the 
top of the planks to within a few mm. Timber groynes typically have a small redundant area at the seaward 
end where the planks can never retain fill, and this is the only part of the groyne where the effective level 
and the nominal crest level are different. 
 
If a hole appears in a timber groyne (e.g. a plank is lost) then on a sand beach the effective profile 
immediately drops to the level of the hole (Figure 13.2) and the redundant area increases dramatically. It is 
therefore important to repair the hole as soon as possible.  
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It is harder to define the long profile of a rock groyne because of the random nature of rock placement 
(Figures 13.3 & 28). The effective crest level of the rock groyne may be considerably lower than the nominal 
crest level. This implies that the nominal profile of a rock groyne must be higher than that of a timber groyne 
to retain the same beach profile. In addition, the sediment gradient through a rock groyne (Figure 4.2) 
suggests that the sediment may not be retained up to the effective crest level. Because the roundhead slopes 
seawards, the redundant area of a rock groyne may be very small. 
 
It is an important design aim to make the difference between the nominal crest level and the effective crest 
level as small as possible. This can be achieved by careful attention to packing the rock. CBC and BoP are 
particularly good at this, while BBC is less good (Figure 28). It is very difficult to specify the rock placement 
because it depends on the skill of the drivers. 

2.13 RAISING EXISTING GROYNES 
It may be necessary to raise a groyne if:- 

• the initial design was too low 
• beach replenishment is required 
• sea level rises 
• the ground under the groyne subsides 
• the rock of a groyne settles. 

 
BBC raised the level of 25 timber groynes in 2006 by adding pile extensions and additional planks (Figure 14.1) 
to accommodate the BIS4 replenishment. The groynes were raised by varying amounts along their profile 
tapering from 1.2m to nil. The additional material required and the cost was relatively small.  
 
Figure 14.2 illustrates that a considerably amount of rock is required to raise a rock groyne by a similar 
amount. Rock groynes can only be raised in multiples of the diameter of the rock armour, which gives less 
scope for fine adjustments to the profile. 

2.14 DISPLACEMENT OF BEACH MATERIAL 
A new (or raised) timber groyne has a much smaller volume than a new (or raised) rock groyne (Figure 14). A 
field of 50 rock groynes will displace about 200,000 m3 of beach material, compared to a similar field of 
timber groynes. This potential saving in beach replenishment should be factored into the consideration of 
groyne type. 

2.15 GROYNE MARKER BEACONS 
Trinity House requires navigation aids (marker beacons) to be fitted to the seaward end of groynes. On busy 
beaches it is necessary to mark every groyne (e.g. BoP, BBC, and CBC) but on quieter frontages it is adequate 
to mark every third groyne (e.g. PDC at Swanage). Two alternative locations have been adopted in the study 
area (Figure 15). 
 
Where there is little risk of ships approaching the coast, beacons can be mounted on the roundhead, where 
they are protected from the worst of the wave action and are accessible for maintenance.  
 
Where there is a high risk of ships approaching the coast (e.g. in Poole and Christchurch Harbour entrances) 
the beacons are mounted on steel piles to seaward of the rock toe, minimising the risk of grounding. 
However, the steel piles are vulnerable to corrosion and the beacons are inaccessible for maintenance. 
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3 PURBECK DISTRICT COUNCIL (PDC) 
 
This section describes the experiences of each local authority (from west to east) and then the experiences of 
each authority (in date order). Figure 16 is a map of groynes in PDC. 

3.1 SWANAGE STONE GROYNES, C.1850 
Swanage was the historic outlet for Purbeck stone, extensively used for building. There was a considerable 
infrastructure of tramways, sea walls and the Stone Quay before the 2 wooden piers were built. Stone was 
stockpiled on the foreshore in “bankers” to be loaded onto ships. 
 
From about 1850 a number of stone groynes were built with Purbeck stone slabs stacked vertically on end, 
which gives an exceptionally low void ratio. Purbeck stone rarely exceeds 225mm thick, and slabs were rarely 
larger than about 1.2m x 1.2m because of the joint pattern, and no larger slabs could be manhandled out of 
the quarries (Benfield 1990). 
 
More than 32 old stone groynes still survive (Figure 17). They are short, have a low profile, have been 
overtaken by sea level rise of about (2013-1850) = 163 years x 2mm/year = 326mm, but they have achieved a 
life of 163 years and must be considered a success. 
 
Many make an obtuse angle to the littoral drift. They might be the oldest “rock” groynes in existence. 

3.2 TIMBER GROYNES, 1927 TO 1960’S 
Swanage Urban District Council (SUDC) built two experimental timber groynes in 1927/28.  

• #1 was angled updrift at 63o to the baseline. 
• #2 was angled downdrift at 117o to the baseline.  

The updrift angle worked best. 
 
Six further timber groynes were built in the early 1930’s at an acute angle (averaging 70o). They were largely 
derelict by 1984. They were rebuilt in 1986 replacing many piles and planks. The planks were sandwiched 
between 2 piles, so the whole structure had to be dismantled to replace one plank, which was very 
inconvenient. 
 
More groynes were built to the north in the 1960’s and required little work in 1986. In 1996 a landslip at the 
terminal groyne removed the landward panels and it ceased to retain sediment. 
 
The entire groyne field was life expired by 2000. Some groynes had steel sheet piles at the seaward ends, 
which were badly rusted and dangerous. 
 
The timber groynes achieved: 

• (1987-1934) = 53 years before becoming derelict 
• (2006-1987) = 19 years after heavy maintenance 
• (2006-1934) = 72 years total life. 

3.3 TIMBER GROYNES, 2006 
The timber groynes of c.1930 were to be replaced by rock groynes in 2006, but a public consultation resulted 
in PDC building a field of second-generation timber groynes in 2006 at North Swanage, 40m long and 
perpendicular to the baseline. They are numbered from 4 to 21 and are shown on Figure 16. (Groynes 1 to 3 
no longer exist and there is a proposal to renumber the existing groynes (4-21) to (1-18) to avoid confusion by 
beach users). 
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3.4 BROWNSEA ISLAND, DATES UNKNOWN 
There is a field of ten groynes on Brownsea Island facing the open sea through the harbour entrance. The red 
baseline on Figure 18 is a low brick retaining wall (hidden by trees in the aerial photo) and the white lines are 
the groynes extended out to sea. The azimuth is the angle between each white line and the curved red 
baseline. At about 8m long, these are among the shortest groynes to be found in the study area. In March 
2012 the drift was to the northeast, and each groyne maintained a small difference in beach level. Five 
reinforced concrete groynes (1 to 5) date from the 1950’s (Flux 2012) and 5 timber groynes of similar 
dimensions (6 to 10) appear to be more modern. Number 8 is built at an acute angle in what looks like a 
deliberate experiment. 

3.5 UNIQUE FEATURE – ROCK ALONG THE TOE OF TIMBER GROYNES 
The planks of PDC’s pre–2006 timber groynes did not always close down onto the clay substrate, so a line of 
concrete blocks or rocks were placed along the bottom plank of some timber groynes to close onto the 
substrate (Figure 38.3). 
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4 BOROUGH OF POOLE (BOP) 
 
BoP has a groyne field numbered westwards from the BBC boundary to Poole Harbour entrance. Figure 19 
shows both the old timber groynes 1 to 21 and the new rock groynes 1 to 5 in addition to groynes 22 to 33. 
There is a deliberate gap in the groyne field between 21 and 22 because a slight ness occurs near Shore Road. 
 
BoP adopted a policy of beach replenishment and rock groynes in 1995. The policy of “Hold The Line” was 
verified by SMP1 (Halcrow 1999) and SMP2 (Royal Haskoning 2010). The method chosen was endorsed by the 
Strategy Study (Halcrow 2004) and is expected to be endorsed again by the Poole & Wareham Strategy Study, 
which is in hand.  

4.1 SANDBANKS, 1896 TO 1898 
A field of 13 timber-sided groynes infilled with rock were built between 1896 and 1898 (Vernon-Harcourt 
1903). Figure 20 includes:- 
- a red baseline, constructed between groynes 1 and 13 
- the white lines are the groynes extended out to sea 
- groyne numbers 1 to 13, which are not contemporary. 

 
The high water mark is considerably indented by lee scour caused by the groynes. The pattern of 
accumulation at groynes 1, 2, 3,4,5,9 suggests that the prevailing littoral drift is to the northeast. The 
azimuth of each groyne was measured between the white line and the red baseline. 
 
The groynes were later capped with concrete (Figure 21) and were largely buried from about 1940 to 1990. 
When they became exposed again in about 1990 they were virtually derelict and only two now survive: 

• Groyne 22 is in largely original condition. 
• Groyne 23 has a modern “Y” added in rock. 

These two groynes have survived (2013-1898) = 115 years and must be considered to be a success. 

4.2 TIMBER GROYNES, 1949 TO 1986 
Groynes 1 to 21 were timber groynes built in various contracts between 1949 and 1986 and were buried by 
beach replenishment in 2005. Numbers 1 to 6 were removed when the new rock groynes 1 to 5 were built in 
2009. Number 7 was rebuilt with timber arising from the demolition of 1 to 5. Numbers 8 to 21 remain intact 
(apart from the removal of marker beacons) but are buried. 

4.3 GROYNES 31 & 32, 1990/91 
Groyne 31 was built on the site of one of the 1898 groynes. The removal of this apparently derelict groyne 
triggered beach changes near Midway Path which led to the construction of BoP’s first modern rock groyne in 
1990/91. This demonstrates the risk of removing long-lived structures that are apparently ineffective but may 
be in dynamic equilibrium. 
 
Groyne 32 was added between Groynes 31 and 33 to reduce the compartment width (Figure 22). The rock 
placement was problematical because of the small cross section of the groyne. 

4.4 SANDBANKS PHASE 1, 1995 TO 1996 
Sandbanks Phase 1 consisted of four new groynes 28, 29, 30 and 33 (in the present numbering system; Groynes 
4, 3, 2, 1) in the design documents). Groyne 31 was the extension of an existing “Y” groyne at Midway. 
 
BoP was the designer. HR advised on the groyne spacing and length, the rock armour size, foundation layer 
and side slopes (1:4) (HR Wallingford 1994). They did not express an opinion on the lack of geotextile. 
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The rock armour was initially intended to be 1-3 tonne, but this was increased to 3-6 tonne when a walkway 
was added to the design. The side slopes are 1 in 4 on the exposed head of the groyne (1/3 of the length) and 
1 in 2 on the relatively sheltered neck of the groyne (2/3 of the length). There is a transition between the 2 
zones. 
 
The foundation layer is 100 to 300mm graded limestone, 600mm thick and extending 1500mm outside the 
rock armour layer (Figure 37). 
 
Boreholes show sand and gravel to a depth of 30m or more beneath the Sandbanks peninsula west of Poole 
Head, suggesting that the harbour entrance channel once flowed further north and east of its present 
location. Consequently there is no substrate on which the groynes could be founded. 
 
Groynes 31, 33 are effectively training walls to control the East Looe Channel (Figure 22), which had a 
tendency to migrate northwards and deepen, and erode the coast. The seaward end of Groynes 31, 33 never 
dried, so the groynes had to be built under water. Geotextile could not be used below MLW. 
 
The groynes were founded at the lowest recorded beach level. The beach was dug down to that level and the 
foundation layer was added on top of the excavated surface out to MLW, and then on top of the bed level 
beyond MLW. Below MLW the foundation layer was spread by broadcasting from a 360O excavator to a line 
marked by temporary scaffold poles in the beach.  
 
The rock armour was placed carefully by experienced drivers to achieve a reasonable density (void ratio). 
 
The rock groynes are intended to work in conjunction with beach replenishment. The beach is expected to be 
replenished at regular intervals to maintain desirable beach levels (not defined). The groynes are not 
designed to be stable without beach fill (i.e. they are not able to survive being undermined). 
 
Poole Harbour Commissioners (whose jurisdiction extends to Poole Head) required Groynes 31, 33 to be lit; 
and the beacons to be placed seaward of the end of the groyne. Because the end of the groyne is 
indeterminate (rocks may roll into deeper water) and the intensity of shipping movements, the beacons are 
nominally 5m beyond the foundation layer (figure 15.2).  
 
The groynes have a design life of 50 years, but two of the mild steel beacon piles rusted out after  
(2011-1996) = 15 years. 
 
The only known accident occurred on Groyne 31 or 33 in the late 1990’s when a child fell into a void, but he 
freed himself. 

4.5 SANDBANKS PHASE 2, 2000 TO 2001 
4 new groynes 24, 25, 26, 27 were built and the existing Groyne 28 was rebuilt with a walkway after informal 
comments from RNLI Lifeguards that there were many more incidents on the only groyne lacking a walkway. 
 
The same design standards were adopted (HR Wallingford 1994) (i.e. 100 to 300mm foundation layer; 3 to 6 
tonne rock armour). 

4.6 BRANKSOME CHINE, 2008 TO 2009 
HR Wallingford (2008) designed five new groynes 1, 2,3,4,5 to the same standards as before (i.e. 100 to 
300mm foundation layer; 3 to 6 tonne rock armour) replacing life-expired timber groynes. Timber Groyne 6 
was refurbished with timber recovered from Groynes 1 to 5. Groynes 7 to 21 were buried by the 2005 
replenishment, but are still present below beach level. All the beacons were removed in 2006 to permit 
Westminster Dredging to assemble the 1,400m long submerged pipeline required for BBC’s BIS4.1 
replenishment to be assembled on the beach. This was the only site in Poole Bay long enough to permit the 
assembly. 
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The groynes vary in length because of the curved plan of the seawall (Figure 23). The width of the concrete 
slipway should be added to the nominal length, which ends at the top of the roundhead. 
 
The location of groyne 4 was moved slightly to cover the Wessex Water outfall. 
 
Beach Replenishment occurred in 2005/06 before the groynes were built in 2008/09. This made groyne 
construction easy, although more beach had to be dug out to build the groynes. 
 
Boreholes show clay substrate at 4m. 
 
The beach was excavated down to the lowest recorded level (2001) measured at the seawall and extrapolated 
seawards. Because of the high & wide beach, MLWS was beyond the end of the groyne, and the foundation 
layer was dug in “in the dry” for the full length of each groyne. No substrate was found in the excavations and 
was not looked for. The groyne is therefore founded on beach sand, of unknown thickness above a substrate 
at an unknown level. This was of no concern to the designer, consultant or contractor. 
 
There was a lot of excavation at the seawall, but much less about 50m from the seawall, where the initial 
beach level was the top of the foundation layer. The thickness of the rock armour is approximately 2.0m 
throughout the groyne. 

Table 6 

Groyne Slipway width (m) Nominal length (m) Total length (m) Notes 
1 4 75 79  
2 4 75 79  
3 4 66 70  
4 4 64 68 Covers Wessex Water outfall 
5 4 46 50  
 
The tender price exceeded estimates because of increases in fuel and rock costs (which depend strongly on 
fuel costs). 
 
No settlement has been detected in these groynes after (2013-2009) = 4 years. 
 
No design changes would be made if more groynes were built now. 

4.7 POST-PROJECT APPRAISAL OF THE BOP GROYNES 
• The use of walkways is discussed in section 4.8.  
• No settlement has been noticed against the walkways. This would be obvious to the naked eye. 
• Some rocks have been plucked out of the groynes under storm conditions, and either rolled up onto 

the walkways, or rolled down onto the beach. Purchasing new rock of slightly smaller dimensions and 
placing into the voids corrects this. The rock armour is “tidied up” after storms.  

• Maintenance is at an acceptable level; the annual cost is approximately £500 per groyne. 
• BoP deliberately fills the voids close to the walkways with small rocks, to avoid a risk to children. 

Small rocks can fall down into the lower voids, and use quite a volume of material, which all needs to 
be hand placed, but this is not a major problem. 

• The designer and contractor were unanimous in deciding that placing geotextile below MLW was 
impossible. No attempt was made to place geotextile above MLW either. 

• The lightweight rock armour is acceptable at this relatively sheltered location, 
• The side slopes of 1 in 2 and 1 in 4 are conservative. 
• All beacons and support posts should be stainless steel to minimise maintenance costs. 
• The accident record is satisfactory. 
• Wind-blown sand has buried the neck of most groynes, and has infilled any voids in the Armourstone. 

Some sand recycling is undertaken. Extensive dunes have grown up. 
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4.8 UNIQUE FEATURE - WALKWAYS (1995) 
BoP has built walkways on all its rock groynes since 1995. People can walk down the walkway, past warning 
signs at the promenade, and proceed to the seaward end, which is fitted with handrails, a life ring and a 
marker beacon for navigation (Figure 24). Anglers occasionally fish from the end of the walkways. The 
walkways would not qualify for FDGiA if they were considered to be an amenity provision.  
 
If bathers get into difficulties close to Poole Harbour entrance, they may be swept alongshore by the strong 
tidal currents and get close to boats in the East Looe Channel. They swim landwards to get out of the current, 
and are swept against a groyne. They can clamber up the rock armour, access the walkway and exit the 
beach. RNLI lifeguards use the walkways for rapid entry to the water to make rescues. A report (RNLI 2004) 
categorised rescues by location, and 95% were at the groynes. Some interpreted this data incorrectly to 
suggest that the groynes were intrinsically dangerous, but in fact the groynes were a means of escape, not 
the cause of the problem. 
 
BoP justified the walkways on health and safety grounds, and received FDGiA for them. It is assumed that 
walkways will continue to attract FDGiA in the future, if more groynes are built. 
 
The crest level of the walkway is 1.6m AODN at the seaward end of the groyne. The level is a careful 
compromise because a higher walkway increases the height of the groyne, the volume of rock, and the 
footprint of the groyne. A lower walkway may be dangerous if waves wash over it in winter, and it may 
become slippery if seaweed is deposited on the walkway. The chosen level of 1.6m AODN seems to be an 
excellent compromise. There is a small amount of algae at the seaward end in the winter, but this does not 
survive in the summer and there is no problem with a slippery horizontal surface (in marked contrast to BBC 
Groynes 18 & 19 of 1967, which have a deck level of 1.25m AODN, are very slippery, and are obviously too 
low). 

4.9 UNIQUE FEATURE – GROYNE LONG PROFILE 
Two alternative groyne profiles are suggested in the Rock Manual (CIRIA 2007)  

• Type 1 - groyne profile slopes parallel to beach profile (Figure 12.1) 
• Type 2 - constant crest level (may be appropriate for short groynes) (Figure 12.2) 

 
BoP adopted a composite profile: 

• Type 3 - (sloped at the landward end and constant level at the outer end) (Figure 12.3). 
 
This accommodated a walkway at a fixed level above MHW and required a considerable increase in volume, 
which was only acceptable because the groynes are low. 

4.10 UNIQUE FEATURE – ROCK PACKING 
The void ratio of the groynes was considered to be a potential hazard because of the large numbers of beach 
users adjacent to the walkways. BoP therefore used smaller rocks to infill surface voids in the armour 
adjacent to the walkways. This eliminated the hazard, but potentially reduced the performance of the 
groynes under wave attack, although this has not been a problem to date. 
 
The groynes have filled up with sand because of the very high rates of wind-blown sand transport. 
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5 BOURNEMOUTH BOROUGH COUNCIL (BBC) 
 
Figure 25 is a map of groynes in Bournemouth. The groynes were renumbered c. 1980 from 1 in the west to 67 
in the east. 

• Numbers 58,59,60 have not been built 
• Two additional groynes 35A and 20A were added in 1992/3 and 2003/4 respectively.  
• Groynes 66, 67 were renumbered S1 and S2 in CBC’s sequence.  
• Groyne “22” is a short outfall directly under Boscombe Pier. 
• Bournemouth Pier acts like a virtual groyne and should be numbered “10A”. 

5.1 FIRST GENERATION CONCRETE GROYNES, 1915 TO 1969 
BBC’s first groynes were built in 1915, after seawall construction began in 1907. A field of 48 concrete 
groynes were in place by 1969, but all have been removed except for the final two (18 &19). Concrete 
groynes had a long life, but were very difficult to maintain and the exposed reinforcement presented a hazard 
to bathers. The groynes were typically short and to a low profile.  
 
The Poole & Christchurch Bays Research Project led to a change of policy in 1970. The seawall-strengthening 
programme was abandoned as too expensive and ineffective, and replaced by a policy of beach replenishment 
and timber groynes. 

5.2 SECOND GENERATION TIMBER GROYNES (TYPES A TO H), 1971 TO 1991 
A second generation of hardwood timber groynes were built between 1971 and 1991. These were designed for 
a 25-year life, but most achieved about 23 years. They progressed from 5 experimental Types A, B, C, D, and 
E through Types F and G to the mass-produced Type H (31 built), a very successful and robust design. 
 
Little attention was given to the spacing/length ratio, which caused several “hot spots” of low beach levels 
caused by too wide a spacing. 

5.3 THIRD GENERATION TIMBER GROYNES (TYPE K), 1995 TO 2004 
The CDM regulations 1994 led to a reassessment of the method of construction of the timber groynes.  
 
Analysis of beach monitoring from 1974 to 1994 led to the realisation that the Type H profile was not optimal.  
 
The Type K was introduced in 1995 with a higher profile and prefabricated lower timber panels that avoided 
construction below sea level. 25 of the oldest Type A to G groynes were replaced with Type K groynes 
between 1995 and 2003 as they became life-expired.  
 
The spacing was investigated and a policy of reducing and equalising the spacing was introduced, so that the 
spacing/length ratio was systematically improved. Two new groynes (35A and 20A) were inserted to reduce S 
at particular trouble spots. 
 
Construction paused in 2004 because there had been a five-year gap in construction 25 years previously, and 
no more groynes would reach life-expiry until 2009. 
 
All 25 of the remaining Type H were raised to the Type K profile in 2006, to make the groyne field 
homogenous for the BIS4 beach replenishment. 
 
Eight of the Type K groynes suffered from heave and five lost sheeter panels as a result of heave. All were 
repaired and the problem was reduced after the BIS4 replenishment loaded the substrate (Harlow 2012c). 
None of the Type H suffered from heave, suggesting their stiffer design was enough to resist the heave-
inducing forces. For this reason no further Type K will be built, and a new design is in preparation, combining 
the profile of the Type K with the stiffness of the Type H. 
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5.4 ROCK GROYNES, 1986 TO 2010 
BBC had an unwritten policy of preferring timber groynes because of: 

• The familiarity of timber groynes 
• The small footprint of timber groynes 
• The large footprint of rock groynes reduced “bums on beach” at busy times 
• The perceived danger of rock groynes 

 
Timber groynes extended from the BoP boundary to Solent Beach (Groynes 1 to 54, except for the old 
concrete groynes 18, 19). The presence of ironstone doggers in the substrate and beach at Solent Beach 
meant that pile driving for timber groynes was very difficult, and vibrations extended over a wide area, 
causing complaints and the risk of property damage. BBC therefore turned to rock groynes in 1986 on its 
“wilderness” frontage at Hengistbury Head (which still attracts 1,000,000 visitors per year).  
 
The Strategy Study (Halcrow 2004) recommended beach replenishment with beach control structures (rock 
groynes). The suggestion was for half the number of structures, at twice the length of the timber groynes, and 
double the spacing. This was not well received at the time, and rock groynes were seen as politically 
unacceptable on the main holiday beach. The 5-years hiatus in rebuilding was used to further investigate 
groyne design. 

5.5 HENGISTBURY HEAD LONG GROYNE 61 
The Hengistbury Head Long Groyne (HHLG) was built between 1937 and 1939 (Figure 26). It is the only groyne 
in the study area to have a horizontal long profile (Figure 12.2). 
 
A photographic record of its construction (BBC 1939) shows that sediment accumulated on the west side as 
work progressed, indicating a rapid easterly littoral drift.  
 
The original design was for a longer groyne, but construction was halted in 1939 under the “War Clause” in 
the ICE Conditions of Contract, the only known contract to invoke this clause. 
 
CBC was concerned that the HHLG would intercept beach material moving into Christchurch Bay. Beach 
monitoring suggests that the total accumulation at the HHLG is <70,000m3, while total beach replenishment in 
Poole Bay is now >3,700,000m3, and the average loss from the Bournemouth beach is 70,000m3, which 
suggests that the HHLG has not had a significant effect on bypassing. The groyne is overtopped by storm 
waves, and wind-blown sediment also crosses it. 
 
The concrete walls and deck were founded on concrete-filled Hessian bags. These became eroded and voids 
formed under the concrete. Some ad-hoc rock armour was added to the sides of the groyne in 1986/87 during 
the contract to build groynes 62-66. 
 
The 1987 armour was probably undersized and had settled considerably by 1991. The 1987 armour was used to 
form a foundation layer and new rock armour was placed over it to a better profile. A replacement concrete 
deck was built over about 30m. The rock roundhead was infilled with concrete to secure the beacon pile in 
place. This was a mistake because the entire block moved to seawards. 
 
No work has been done since 1991, the rock armour has continued to settle, and waves regularly wash over 
the deck, which is now further damaged. 
 
A Project Appraisal Report (PAR) (Mouchel 2009) proposed repairs estimated to cost £300,000. The project 
was withdrawn when it was realised that complete renewal is required.  
 
The SMP2 (Royal Haskoning 2010) changed the policy at Hengistbury Head to “Hold The Line”, recognising the 
importance of the headland to the future stability of Poole and Christchurch Bays. 
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The HHLG was built at an angle of 176o to grid north, but the intended azimuth is uncertain because the 
headland is a tight-radius curve at this point. However, the HHLG makes an angle of 112o with the new 
defence line under consideration, suggesting it is 22o off the optimum alignment.  
 
A new project is in hand to provide a complete renewal in 2019/20. The length, azimuth and crest level will 
all be reviewed. 

5.6 SOLENT BEACH, 55, 56, 57 
Eight rock groynes were originally proposed west of Hengistbury Head (HR Wallingford 1986) but only 3 were 
built because of the mistaken view that the HHLG maintained beach levels for 1500m to the west. The actual 
distance is about 350m. This was confirmed when the whole volume of BIS3 fill placed east of groyne 57 in 
1990 was lost within 2 years. 
 
Groynes 55-57 were built in 1986/87 by P Trant Ltd. The groynes have received no maintenance since 
construction, despite their exposed location. The groynes were surveyed in December 2009 to see if there was 
any evidence of settlement, prior to finalising the design of 51 & 52. Figure 27 compares the common design 
profile of the 3 groynes in 1986 and their actual levels in 2009. All 3 groynes are a little shorter than 
designed, but the rock is higher than the design profile, suggesting they were deliberately built high in 
anticipation of some settlement. If that was the case, settlement was minor after 2009 - 1987 = 22 years. 
 
Comparison of the 2010 aerial photography with the OS map suggests each groyne has spread slightly at the 
seaward end. Comparison of the 1992 aerial photo with 2010 suggests no significant rock movement occurred 
in that time, which indicates any spread occurred in the first 5 years.  
 
Figure 28 is a photograph of all 3 groynes that seem to shows a composite Type 4 profile (Figure 12.4), near 
horizontal at the landward end, and steeper at the seaward end. It seems unlikely that this was intentional 
because the drawing shows a Type 1 profile. 
 
BBC made a second attempt in 1993 to justify the rejected 5 groynes (58, 59, 60, 60A, 60B) prompted by the 
loss of the BIS3 beach fill beyond Groyne 57, but the benefits over 25 years were negligible. A third attempt 
was made to justify these groynes in 2003. New guidelines were used to complete an outline design, which 
required 12 to 18 tonne rocks. The benefits over 50 years were negligible. No fill was placed east of Groyne 
57 during BIS4 in 2006 as a direct result of the rapid loss suffered after BIS3.  Despite this, the beach is only 
slowly eroding because of littoral drift from the replenished beaches to the west. 

5.7 HENGISTBURY HEAD, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66 
HR Wallingford (1986) also recommended 5 groynes east of the HHLG, which were built in 1986/87 by Dean & 
Dyball Construction Ltd. A series of aerial photos were taken to record the progress of these groynes. The 
groyne compartments filled very rapidly as they were extended to full length, so plans for beach 
replenishment were not pursued in 1988. They have always maintained a healthy beach volume, which 
suggests that the HHLG does not intercept all material passing into Christchurch Bay. 
 
Groynes 62 to 66 have a Type 3 long profile (Figure 12.4) and were built with “spine armour” along their full 
length as described in section 5.12. The “spine armour” seemed to be superfluous and was removed in 1991 
except for 3 blocks at the seaward end of each groyne (Figure 29) and was used for various works: 

• Groyne 61 (HHLG) was fitted with a spur on the east side. 
• Groyne 62 was fitted with a spur in its west side, to improve sediment retention in compartment 

61/62. 
• Groyne 66 was fitted with a T piece to the north side to improve retention in compartment 66/67. 
• Groyne 66A was built as a new stub groyne 
• Groyne 67 was converted from timber to rock. 

 
In 2000, CBC built their groyne field S1 to S13 and renumbered  

• BBC 66 to CBC S1 
• BBC 67 to CBC S2 
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To avoid double counting, these two groynes have been deleted from the BBC inventory and added to the CBC 
inventory. 

5.8 GROYNES 18,19,51,52 
The two remaining concrete groynes 18 & 19 broke their backs and settled at the seaward end. They could 
not be rebuilt in the groyne-raising contract of 2006 because of their concrete construction. The collapsed 
seaward end was replaced with rock armour as a temporary stopgap to exploit the remaining life of the inner 
part of the groyne. The use of rock (the first time on BBC’s prime amenity beach) was expressly said not to 
create a precedent for the future, because the type of groyne to be adopted was still under consideration by 
the P&WSS. Strenuous objections were expected to this first use of rock, but none were raised. A PAR was 
commissioned and the works had a benefit/cost ratio exceeding 40:1 (Mouchel 2008a). 
 
Groynes 51, 52 were hybrid groynes built in 1973 with: 

• 20m of gabion baskets at the landward end 
• 30m of impermeable timber in the centre 
• 30m of permeable timber at the seaward end. 

They were unsuccessful because of their permeable design and became derelict. They were initially 
earmarked for work in 1997 but a financial case could not be made over 25 years. They could not be treated 
in the groyne raising contact of 2006 because of their non-standard construction. A PAR was commissioned 
and it was just possible to make a financial case over a 100-year period (Mouchel 2008b). The dilapidated 
seaward end was replaced with rock armour as a stopgap to exploit the remaining life of the inner part of the 
groyne. It was not thought that any objections would be raised to the use of rock at this site, and this proved 
to be the case. 
 
No BBC staff had any experience of rock groyne design, so the detailed design was commissioned from 
Mouchel who had prepared the PARs. The PARs went through several reiterations because the consultant: 

• underestimated costs 
• allowed insufficient optimism bias 
• paid little heed to comments about the small tidal range 
• paid little heed to the known problems of building “standard” rock groynes in Poole Bay. 

 
Tenders were higher than expected and no conforming tender was received within budget. The only tender 
within budget was a non-conforming design from Raymond Brown Construction that included: 

• No geotextile 
• No foundation layer 
• No core layer 
• Plant to run on top of the groynes as they built out to sea. 

 
The consultant did not approve the contractor’s design and method of working, but this was not noticed until 
after mobilisation in November 2009. The contractor was standing until a crisis meeting on 24 December 2009 
determined that: 

• The consultant rejected the contractor’s design and removed their name from contract drawings 
• BBC accepted design responsibility. 

 
Construction then proceeded rapidly, Groynes 51, 52 were completed in January 2010 and Groynes 18, 19 in 
February 2010.  
 
The EA were naturally concerned that the groynes did not comply with national guidelines. This issue 
prompted the suggestion of the present project; to ensure that: 

• any future rock groynes can be built to the satisfaction of the EA, even if they do not (cannot) comply 
with national guidelines. 

• design consultants can refer to these guidelines. 
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Groynes 51 & 52 were fitted with stainless steel pins to allow regular settlement surveys to occur. The results 
are contained in the spreadsheet “Groynes 51 52”. Some settlement has occurred at every pin, but 5 of 12 are 
<10mm, which is within survey accuracy. The only significant settlement is c. 250mm at the seaward end of 
each groyne. 

5.9 POST-PROJECT APPRAISAL OF THE BBC GROYNES 
Groynes 55 to 57 survived without any maintenance for 2013 - 1987 = 26 years so the design seems robust. 
 
Groynes 62 to 66 survived without any maintenance for 2013 - 1991 = 22 years so the design seems robust. 
 
The spurs added to 3 groynes (61, 62 and 66) in 1991 were all successful at retaining pocket beaches at 
exposed locations.  
 
The HHLG at 2013 - 1939 = 74 years old is life-expired. The small amounts of rock armour placed in 1987 and 
1991 were inadequate. The entire groyne should be renewed and it is likely a rock solution will be adopted. 

5.10 DETERIORATION OF ROCK ARMOUR & GRINDING OF CONTACT POINTS 
Rock armour is not indestructible. Production and transport to site damages individual rocks with chips being 
removed during handling. The most stressful period is during construction when rocks may be re-handled 
several times before being finally placed in the groyne. Placement often involves the loss of the initial points 
of contact. Any shearing of the contact points will induce settlement. 
 
Close monitoring of potentially hazardous voids by BBC indicates they may change significantly in the first 2 
years of the groyne‘s life. The initial “3-point contact” achieved when the rock is placed is followed by 
shifting of rocks under wave attack, which results in any two rocks grinding together to form a contact area 
up to 100mm wide. This inevitably causes some settlement of the rock mass, but will slow with time as the 
contact area increases and may halt when the contact area is large enough. As the groyne settles, the void 
ratio will decrease. 
 
Wave attack, dissolution of the limestone and abrasion from sediment erodes the internal voids of the groyne. 
This process may limit the size of the contact area between individual rocks and cause settlement. 
 
These processes operate fastest in the early years of a groynes life, and will reduce as the structure achieves 
equilibrium. For example, the Clarendon rocks are >300 years old and might be expected to have achieved 
equilibrium, but this may not occur if the external conditions change (e.g. sea level rises). 
 
Observations of BBC’s new rock groynes 18,19,51,52 shows that the initial point contact of rocks rapidly 
changes by vibration and grinding to form planar contact surfaces on each rock. This process will slow with 
time as the contact area increases. It is likely to be most pronounced with relatively soft rock and will cause 
settlement, but will also decrease the void ratio.  
 
It is a claimed advantage of rock that it can easily be re-used (compared to timber), but the recovered rock 
may be significantly smaller than the initial specification, and the rock will experience a second cycle of 
diminution if it is reused. 

5.11 UNIQUE FEATURE – HORIZONTAL DECK (1937) 
Two alternative groyne profiles are suggested in the Rock Manual (CIRIA 2007): 

• Type 1 - groyne profile slopes parallel to beach profile 
• Type 2 - constant crest level (may be appropriate for short groynes). 

 
The majority of groynes built by BBC, CBC and NFDC are Type 1, but BBC used Type 2 for the HHLG because 
the water was very shallow at Hengistbury Head. The design has been successful at this location. 
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5.12 UNIQUE FEATURE - SPINE ARMOUR (1986/87) 
Groynes 62 to 66 had spine armour placed on the horizontal deck (Figure 29) for reasons now unclear. Possible 
reasons might include: 

• a way of storing excess armour, to be used for maintenance of the roundheads 
• to provide protection to walkers if the groynes were over washed at high tide. 

 
Most of the spine armour was removed in 1991 although 3 blocks were left at the seaward end of each groyne 
and these still remain in 2013. It seems to be superfluous. 

5.13 UNIQUE FEATURE – BASAL LAYER (2009/2010) 
It is standard practise to provide a foundation layer, but time constraints made this impossible at Groynes 
18,19,51,52. 
 
Observation of the beach profile during BBC timber groyne construction 1995 to 2003 indicated that there is a 
basal layer of coarse debris at the bottom of the beach profile, up to 500mm thick, comprising occasional 
very coarse naturally occurring cobbles, plus debris such as stone and concrete arising from seawall 
construction, and metal dropped on the beach, including tools, keys, coins and rings. This material is too 
heavy to be removed in suspension and remains on the substrate when the finer beach material is churned 
during storms. Rounding indicates it is actively worked. 
 
It seemed unnecessary to remove this naturally occurring basal layer and replace it with new rock, and it was 
decided that it would provide a foundation layer for Groynes 18,19,51,52. Accordingly, excavation of beach 
material stopped when the basal layer was reached. 

5.14 UNIQUE FEATURE – INFILLING OF POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS VOIDS (2012) 
All rock groynes contain voids, which increase in size with the armour size.  
 
Small voids present a slight hazard. If a foot slipped into a small void a broken ankle may result, but this is 
unlikely to be life-threatening. The low number of accidents reported on rock groynes may be because they 
appear to very dangerous and users either keep off or take care when on them. 
 
Larger voids pose a greater hazard if they are large enough for a person to fall into the void. Such a fall could 
cause head injuries and unconsciousness, making it difficult to extract the victim from the void. The worst 
case is a conjoined void in two rock layers; the problem is worse as the rock size increases.  
 
Inspection of the completed groynes 18, 19, 51, 52 found 3 voids up to 2m deep with entry holes large enough 
for a child to pass through. These presented a clear hazard and were filled with 25kg stones placed by hand in 
June 2012. The voids will be monitored to determine the performance of the infill, and to ensure the infill is 
not lost and the hazard returns. 
 
Site supervision during construction should examine every void formed for this hazard, which can be avoided 
by careful rock placement. 

5.15 UNIQUE FEATURE – HEAVE OF TIMBER GROYNES (1996-2012) 
Eight of BBC’s Type K groynes have suffered from heave, first noticed (but not recognised as heave) in 1996 at 
Groyne 40 during construction (Harlow 2012c). Heave has not affected the older (stiffer) Type H groynes or 
the rock groynes on the BBC frontage. 

5.16 UNIQUE FEATURE – MANIPULATION OF S/L RATIO 
BBC manipulated the S/L ratio by inserting additional groynes 20A and 35A into the existing groyne field at 
points where the ratio was clearly too high and the beach was conspicuously low. Groyne 35A achieved a 
dramatic improvement in the performance of the beach compartment.  
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BBC also manipulated the S/L ratio by equalising the spacing of groynes 11 to 21 between Bournemouth and 
Boscombe Piers in 2000 to 2004. This considerably improved the retention of beach fill after BIS4 in 2006.  
 
Further plans exist to manipulate the S/L ratio as the remaining groynes are replaced. 

5.17 UNIQUE FEATURE – THE BALANCE BETWEEN GROYNES AND REPLENISHMENT 
Two extreme scenarios have been considered for the BBC frontage: 

• either design and build groynes that are so effective that the littoral drift is reduced to virtually zero, 
and no more beach replenishment is required, 

• or remove the groynes entirely and maintain the coast protection with as much beach replenishment 
as is required.  

Both options are more expensive than optimising the groynes and the beach replenishment together, to 
achieve the lowest possible whole-life cost for the frontage. 
 
Given that BBC has designed 

• three generations of groynes (and is working on the fourth) 
• four beach replenishment campaigns (and is working on the fifth), 

it is obvious that the design of both groynes and beach replenishment must be optimised.  
 
This has been achieved by: 

• maximising the groyne dimensions 
• matching the groyne profile to the beach profile 
• improving the capacity of the groyne field by reducing the S/L ratio 
• moving the defence line seawards so the winter beach profile does not intercept the seawall 
• matching the imported beach fill to the native beach material.  

 
Efforts will continue to improve both groynes and beach replenishment into the future.  
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6 CHRISTCHURCH BOROUGH COUNCIL (CBC) 

6.1 HISTORY OF THE GROYNE FIELDS 
Figure 30 is a map of Christchurch. CBC has 4 groyne fields: 

• S: Mudeford Sandbank 
• M: Mudeford & Avon Beach 
• F: Friars Cliff 
• H: Highcliffe 

 
CBC built groynes from the early 1940’s of conventional design, that is impermeable, vertical ‘barrier’ type 
structures built normal to the shoreline, in timber or steel and timber. Later a number of ‘rubble’ groynes 
were built, but CBC found little published guidance for rubble groynes beyond the basic concept of a crude 
pile of rocks, which act like permeable groynes and form different plan configurations to conventional 
groynes.  
 
The design of breakwaters was well documented but it was difficult to reconcile the advanced techniques 
used for a major offshore structure with minor beach works.  
 
Tyhurst (1986) recognised that impermeable groynes and wave diffraction groynes produce different plan 
forms (Figure 5). 
 
CBC experience has been that the crude “pile of rocks” has performed perfectly adequately.  Twenty five 
years ago it was thought that a carefully graded, shaped and geotextiled structure would prove superior, but 
it is not clear that the extra design, construction and supervisory costs involved in the standard design gives 
value for money. 
 
Two principles were identified: 

• no groyne system is effective without a substantial littoral drift  
• rubble groynes behave like conventional barrier groynes if built too high.  

 
The Mudeford Sandbank and Mudeford rubble groynes display their distinctive plan form because: 

• material builds up to the crest of the groyne, permeating through the open structure, depositing 
surplus on the lee side  

• wave diffraction on the rough structure bends waves to produce accretion at the groyne root.   
 
The height of the groyne should not exceed the height of the storm ridge at the site. The cross section of the 
groyne does not seem to be important provided the rocks are stable, but the side gradient dictates 
diffraction; flatter slopes produce more diffraction. Diffraction depends on many variables including wave 
climate, bed level, construction material, surface roughness and groyne geometry.   
 
Results at Highcliffe have been predictable, located on a highly dynamic coastline and under constant attack 
from the predominately south-westerly waves. They are higher and wider than any other groynes on the CBC 
coast and require more maintenance than sheltered sites. 
 
The choice of rock is critical. Since the 1980’s CBC has specified Oolitic limestone from the Isle of Purbeck. It 
is not hard and has a tendency to abrade rapidly in a coarse shingle environment, but it is relatively cheap 
(£24/t delivered 2011 prices) and instantly available.  30 years ago it was available in 1-4 tonne blocks, which 
were stable if carefully placed at a sheltered site. In hostile conditions such as Highcliffe, the size and shape 
of block is more important. The limestone was initially obtrusive but has weathered and darkened with time 
and is now accepted as part of the coastal environment.  
 
Groynes were excavated through 2m of mixed sand and shingle beaches to a stiff clay substrate. No formation 
layer or geotextile has ever been installed.  
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6.2 MUDEFORD SANDBANK, S1 TO S13 
A storm in October 1976 overtopped the spit and threatened to turn the distil end into an island.   
 
The Mudeford Sandbank Coast Protection Scheme of 1981 was CBC’s response to the problem at the end of a 
formal sea wall and promenade. The principal aim was to double the width of the spit by creating a new 
beach and reclaiming some of the lost dune environment. A transverse breastwork of rock armour was built 
forward of the MLWS to provide a basic defence, augmented by four groynes to attract and retain a protective 
beach. The site has a high littoral drift rate and they rapidly filled to form a near symmetrical beach plan.  
 
Four rubble groynes (S10, S11,  S12 & S13) were built with 1-4 tonne rocks to a short design (half their present 
length). They are the oldest rock groynes in the two bays built on a virgin site.  
 
By 1989, beach levels fronting the 270m long seawall protecting the narrowest part of Mudeford Sandbank 
from a breakthrough to Christchurch Harbour were very low. This may have been due to the newly 
constructed groynes 62-66 built by BBC at Hengistbury Head, although BBC experience was that those groynes 
filled as they were built, indicating a high littoral drift rate.  
 
In the winter of 1990/91, two life expired timber groynes, S8 and S9 were replaced with rock groynes 40m 
long and 50m spacing. They were lower in profile and scale than the Highcliffe groynes, their cross-sectional 
shape remaining trapezoidal with a roundhead, the rock being placed rather than tipped into position. They 
trapped large volumes of sand within a few months, moving the high water mark 40m seaward and covering 
most of the rock armour and shingle. This might have been due to the BBC BIS3 replenishment in 1988/90. 
 
S8 to S13 were dismantled in 1999/2000 as part of a larger scheme, which included beach recycling on the 
spit. The rock was reused to build groynes to a new standard tapered design (no roundhead) following 
modelling work at HR Wallingford (2000). 
 
S1-S8 were constructed to the tapered design following the removal of seven old timber groynes. “As-dug” 
reject gravel was placed 2m deep by 5m wide, 1m beneath the beach crest to act as an impermeable barrier 
in the event of storm damage reducing beach levels. Gravel was also placed from the root of the new groyne 
to the existing timber revetment to save on rock armour. The beach was replenished with sand from the 
Harbour and recycled from a natural sink off the distil end of the spit, at the entrance to Christchurch 
Harbour.  
 
S1 was formerly BBC 66 (a rock groyne) and S2 was formerly BBC 67 (a timber groyne) (Figure 31).  Mudeford 
Sandbank is sheltered by Hengistbury Head from the dominant south-westerly waves, permitting the tapered 
groynes to occupy a smaller footprint and save on rock armour compared to a conventional rock groyne. They 
have only required two small maintenance efforts in the 12 years since completion. 
 
The Clarendon Rocks run lie between S9 – S10 (Figure 30). Constructed of ironstone ‘doggers’ taken from the 
Hengistbury Head foreshore in c.1680, they are approximately 200m long and were the first attempt by Lord 
Clarendon to build a training bank to fix the entrance of Christchurch Harbour. Ironstone mining operations in 
c.1870 led to erosion of the headland, the growth of Mudeford Sandbank and subsequent abandonment of the 
training bank. 

6.3 MUDEFORD AND AVON BEACH, M1 TO M11 
M1 to M4 are the earliest known concrete rubble groynes (Figure 32), built in 1976 with arisings from  
dilapidated private sea walls in the mouth of Christchurch Harbour. They have progressively had rock armour 
added to them from around 2002.  
 
M1 was completely rebuilt and extended in rock armour during 2010 when all remaining concrete rubble was 
removed. Construction commenced from a sandy shingle level requiring minimal excavation due to a hard 
densely compacted substrate. 3 – 5 tonne rocks were used for the toe skirt and infill armour and 1 – 2 tonne 
rocks were used for topping out. The tapered plan copied the successful groynes of Mudeford Sandbank. 
Within weeks of completion, a large updrift beach had formed.  
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M5 was built in 2002 and strengthened with additional rock in 2010 to the tapered design.  
 
M6 to M13 were originally timber groynes built in the late 1970s that quickly trapped sediment and raised the 
low beach levels. When the seaward planks became life expired during the late 1990s, small amounts of 2 – 4 
tonne rock were placed at the seaward ends to replace the planks. The amount of rock has progressively 
increased from 2000 to date, so that they are now composite groynes with a timber landward end and rock at 
the seaward end, wrapped around the last timber pile in a ‘tear drop’ shape. Settlement has been detected 
at all eight groynes; this will be addressed with additional rock in 2012/13.  
 
M13 was converted to a tapered plan in 2009 following storm damage to the few remaining timber planks.   
 
The additional rock armour required for groyne ‘top ups’ will come from a stockpile of surplus material taken 
from structures on Highcliffe beach, as described in section 6.5. 

6.4 FRIARS CLIFF, F1 TO F11 
Eleven timber groynes were built in the late 1980s and quickly improved beach levels. When the seaward 
planks of F1 to F6 became life expired in c.2002, small amounts of rock armour were placed at the seaward 
end producing a composite groyne. Settlement and spreading of the rock armour has occurred and will be 
addressed in 2012/13. 
 
F7 to F11 were not modified and are buried in the beach. Their locations are marked by signs painted on the 
seawall. 

6.5 HIGHCLIFFE, H0 TO H12 
Eleven timber groynes backed by a sloping permeable timber revetment were built in the late 1960s  but the 
beach failed to accrete.  
 
The Chewton Bunny bastion (H11) was built in 1980 at the most easterly point of the Christchurch coastline as 
one element of a joint scheme for the protection of the coast between Highcliffe and Barton. Consultants for 
Lymington Borough Council evolved a ‘stable bay’ concept based upon two hard structures with erosion 
control measures between; the bastion being the western node. The main aim of the bastion was to solve the 
terminal problem and replace an life-expired vertical revetment. The bastion immediately attracted a small 
updrift shingle beach with a stable storm ridge that survives today. Historic aerial photographs show that the 
structure functioned as intended as a wave diffractor and a beach formed downdrift, although this was 
complicated by the presence of Walkford Brook outfall. The bastion design used 1 – 4 tonne rock within a toe 
skirt of interlocking precast concrete tripod armour units. The heaviest blocks were placed on the outside 
lower flanks. The omission of a steel sheet piled skirt did not affect the structure’s stability, with little 
settlement detected over the thirty years since construction. It has required minimal maintenance for the 
adjustment of blocks shifted by the sea, but machine access to the front of the groyne is limited by deep 
water. Over 15 years the bastion was partially successful in slowing erosion to the east, with noticeable losses 
of the cliff toe fronting Naish Farm Holiday Park. It did not stop the terminal problem adjacent to the outfall. 
A protracted Public Enquiry ensued before CBC obtained permission in 1995 to construct another large rock 
bastion (H12) running parallel with Naish Farm cliffs and 20m forward of MLWS. 
 
H12 was designed to the same trapezoidal cross section and roundhead finish, with a 4m wide construction 
access track along its spine. 1 – 7 tonne rocks were used to form an outer skirt into which the bulk of block 
armour was tipped and placed. The beach was excavated to a dense clay substrate. It was decided against 
laying geotextile because of the small tidal window. Construction was undertaken by the Council’s in-house 
maintenance gang, supported by a specialist coastal plant contractor. This enabled CBC’s Engineers to 
understand how block armour could be placed to achieve ‘three point contact’, which would produce a stiff 
structure without compromising diffraction on the outer face.  
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H12 at >40m long was larger than H11 and quickly produced a downdrift sandy beach that has closed the gap 
between structure and foreshore. Since completion in 1997 there have been only two recorded interventions 
to replace blocks loosened by storm damage. However, an inspection in January 2012 found a section of the 
seaward face had slumped by about 0.5m. The scale of the repairs is likely to require capital funding within 
the next five years.  
 
In 1985/86 a beach nourishment scheme imported 75,000 tonnes of gravel by road. Two timber groynes (H8 & 
H10) were converted to longer rock groynes, designed to capture longshore drift. The remaining timber 
groynes were raised in an attempt to retain a shingle storm beach. A similar method of construction to H11 
was used with 1 – 4 tonne rocks tipped into a trapezoidal cross-section. Precast concrete tripod units were 
again used to define the outer base line within which to tip the rock. These structures had little block 
placement undertaken by excavators and relied on the random interlocking of the blocks. H8 and H10 are the 
biggest groynes in Christchurch. Their lengths at 50m and 40m were a compromise between the arbitrary 
spacing/length ratio 2:1 and the increasing cost of extending seawards. There has been some evidence of 
slumping and settlement over 20 years, which has required maintenance. The scheme was designed in-house 
and undertaken by the Council’s direct labour organisation, supported by a specialist coastal protection plant 
contractor. HR Wallingford (#2) modelled and approved the design. 
 
By 1991 half the shingle fill had disappeared and beach levels at Highcliffe had fallen again, particularly at 
the western end of the beach. The timber groynes were life expired. 
 
1992/93 saw the commencement of a capital scheme to replace the remaining timber groynes with 
alternative long and short rock armour groynes (H0 to H7 & H9). The scheme imported 28,000 tonnes of gravel 
by road. The short groynes were 15m long and the long ones 30 to 45m (compared to the previous 50m long 
timber groynes). The short ones were designed to retain the upper shingle beach and protect the middle of 
the bays between long groynes, whereas the longer ones act as wave diffraction devices and increase 
retention of beach material. The 1 – 7 tonne rock was Portland Oolitic limestone delivered by road.  The 
groynes had 1 in 2 side slopes, 1 in 2.5 roundhead slopes for stability at the seaward ends, and a 4m crest 
width for access. The construction track was composed of a 1m layer of 150 – 225mm crushed limestone to 
provide a smooth access for lorries. Unfortunately overtopping by the sea washed this fill off a number of 
groynes and it was strewn over the beach. No geotextile or filter layer was used. The scheme was designed in-
house, physically modelled at HR Wallingford (#3) and constructed by Dean and Dyball Construction Ltd. 
 
Since the late 1990s to date all of the rock groynes at Highcliffe have progressively had maintenance work 
undertaken to them for storm damage or health and safety issues.  
 
During completion of the Christchurch Bay Strategy (NFDC 2012) modelling suggested that the longer groynes 
could be reduced in length by 10m with no long-term effect on the amount of sediment retained. CBC 
reduced the length of H4 in 2008, utilising the surplus block armour to construct a three tier rock revetment 
90m long in bay H4 – H5 at the rear of the beach following storm damage. Approximately 1,000 tonnes of 
varying sized blocks were removed, reducing the overall length by some 6m. This provided the opportunity to 
experiment with the shape of the seaward end of the groyne, changing it from a traditional roundhead to a 
reduced taper in plan. The final 6m of the seaward end now has a flatter gradient and gradually narrows at 
each side, to produce the new tapered shape. The deck is replaced (when access is required) with beach 
shingle, so that any material swept off simply returns to the beach. The groyne still operates as a diffraction 
structure and retains beach material in both up and downdrift bays. 
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In the autumn of 2011 the terminal groyne H0 was found to be suffering from settlement and spread. The 
structure was almost 20 years old and had only received small-scale maintenance. Beach levels on both sides 
of the groyne were accreting. CBC planned to reduce the groyne length by 5m and reconstruct the seaward 
end in a tapered plan shape as part of the programmed maintenance work. The first phase involved digging 
out loose blocks, seen in the beach alongside the structure. The structure was found to be in a far worse 
condition than could be seen externally. After removing the flank armour, large voids were found running 
through the structure, a typical indication of settlement. In the centre of the structure most rocks were only 
1 tonne in size and a number had fractured in half. The seaward 20m of the groyne was stripped out, placing 
the rocks on the beach and sorting them by weight. This gave the contractor the opportunity to select the 
best rocks to reuse. It was evident that a relatively small planned remodelling of the end of the groyne had 
become a partial reconstruction, which had to be seen to completion. This disruption to the planned 
maintenance programme prevented other groynes at Highcliffe from receiving attention in the 2011/12 
financial year. The reconstruction started with a shallow excavation in the beach to define the outer skirt line 
for the proposed tapered shape. Excavation was minimal because the overall width of the structure was 
reduced and the new outer edge line crossed existing rock still in the beach from the original structure. This 
acted as a perfect foundation and no new rock was required. H2 (Figure 33) is now slightly shorter with a 
sloping tapered seaward end using larger pieces of armour but less of it. The rock used on the outer flanks 
averaged >4 tonne producing steep “block armour” rather than random interlocking. This reduced the void 
ratio but still produces sufficient drag for the structure to act as a wave diffractor. 
  
Do not underestimate the time it takes to strip down and reconstruct 20-year old rock groynes that have 
slumped and spread!  H0 took three times longer than expected due in part to the double- and triple- handling 
of the rock. The final outcome was good, but future work should be undertaken as part of a larger capital-
funded groyne renewal scheme, rather than tying up revenue maintenance funding. A major bonus from 
reconstruction of H0 was the surplus rock it provided - around 800 tonnes of 1 – 5 tonne rocks. With a ‘topping 
up’ exercise programmed for groynes at Avon and Friars Cliff beaches in 2012/13, almost £20k can be saved 
by not having to order new rock.   

6.6 POST-PROJECT APPRAISAL OF THE CBC GROYNES 
Mr R Mockeridge and Frank Tyhurst of Christchurch Council were early pioneers of rock groynes between 1960 
and 1997. Tyhurst (1986) describes the two main effects of groynes as “interrupters and diffractors” and he 
set out to achieve both effects in each groyne.  
 
CBC has had a pro-active policy of undertaking coastal maintenance for the past 25 years. CBC prefers to 
keep on top of maintenance with an annual programme of works, and avoid any major budget needs. CBC 
employs a full-time two man Coastal Engineering Gang and carries out monthly H&S inspections on all their 
coastal structures.  
 
CBC’s early concrete rubble groynes had a life of (2002-1976) = 26 years. 
S8 to S13 achieved (2000-1986) = 14 years before reconstruction. 
H0 to H4 achieved (2008-1993) = 15 years before partial reconstruction. 
 
The art of rock groyne design has progressed enough to justify reconstruction of these early models. The fact 
that all the rock can be reused is a major advantage over timber groynes. 
 
The average annual maintenance expenditure on rock groynes and revetments is around £120,000.  
 
The whole of the CBC frontage has a “HTL” policy under SMP2, so it should be possible to justify a capital 
scheme with grant aid. CBC is considering a major project to get the groynes to a fully effective condition, 
and then carry out a bay-wide replenishment in conjunction with NFDC. This approach could offer 
considerable savings in groyne maintenance expenditure.  
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A study carried out in the early 1990s by CBC & NFDC in conjunction with Queen Mary College, London 
(reference?) on rock armour abrasion due to shingle attrition produced interesting results. By installing metal 
pins in Portland rocks (at Highcliffe) and Mendip rocks (at Barton) the amount of wear on each rock was 
measured. Wear on Portland rock at the root of groynes reached 10mm per year but most trial blocks showed 
very little wear, so early indications were that abrasion is not a significant factor. Mendip stone is supposedly 
more durable but costs more per tonne than Portland stone and does not justify the extra transportation 
costs. 

6.7 UNIQUE FEATURE - BLOCK ARMOUR (1986) 
The “block armour” design of H0 to H12 does not appear to offer any significant advantages over randomly 
placed armour. The lower void ratio makes it more expensive per unit volume. The crushed rock access path 
was a liability because stone was washed off the groyne. The easy access may allow the public to get into 
danger. Despite the low void ratio, the groynes are obviously permeable because voids have to be refilled 
with shingle to form an access track. 

6.8 UNIQUE FEATURE – ALTERNATE LONG AND SHORT GROYNES (1992/3) 
CBC built a field of alternate long and short groynes at Highcliffe (H0 to H7 & H9). This saved costs on the 
short groynes without unduly compromising the performance of the long groynes. It is interesting to note that 
the long groynes H0 and H4 were reduced in length by 10m in 2008 and 2011 respectively without apparent 
detriment to their performance. 

6.9 UNIQUE FEATURE - TAPER PLAN (2000) 
The lower profile tapered design adopted for Mudeford Sandbank groynes S1 to S13 in 2000 is an innovative 
means of reducing the quantity of rock required. It has been very successful in this relatively sheltered 
location. There is some risk attached to converting the Highcliffe groynes H0 to H12 to the same low profile 
design and that is why much larger block armour is placed around the seaward end of the groyne, as well as 
the groynes generally being wider and higher overall. The design produces a smaller footprint on the 
foreshore while still delivering diffraction. 
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7 NEW FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL (NFDC) 

7.1 HISTORY OF THE GROYNE FIELDS 
Figure 34 is a map of NFDC. There are four groyne fields: 

• Barton on Sea, B1 to B25 (most now removed) (numbered west to east) 
• Milford on Sea, M35 to M1 (numbered east to west) 
• Hurst offshore breakwater 
• Hurst Castle, H1 to H17 (numbered west to east) 

 
All (except the Hurst breakwater) were originally built as timber groynes backed by a timber revetment. 
Ground movement damaged the timber revetments, which were converted to rock revetments. These had the 
advantage of adding toe weight to the foot of the cliffs. Despite this, a 175m section of rock revetment was 
forced seawards by approximately  12m and lifted by c.4m following a deep-seated landslide in 2001. 
Experiments were made with trial panels of rock to investigate the benefit of a geotextile layer, which was 
found to be beneficial. Despite this, geotextile was not used under groynes because of the difficulty of 
installation. 

7.2 BARTON ON SEA, B1 TO B25 
The original field of 25 timber groynes was built in the 1930s. Six were rebuilt as rock groynes (numbers 10, 
10A, 15, 18, 22, 25) and the remaining timber groynes are either derelict or have been removed, with a few 
piles left in place as perches for seabirds.  
 
 Figure 35 is a photograph of groyne 25 dated 1972. The groynes (sometimes referred to as bastions or 
strongpoints) had timber cribs to retain the rock roundheads and concrete blocks, a feature still in place 
today. Wikipedia states that Barton on Sea “is also well known for the fact that it was the first place in 
England to try out rock groynes”. This strongly suggests that they were the first modern rock groynes in 
England. 
 
The Becton outfall (east of Groyne 25 on Figure 34) was a steel sheet piled structure, with rock armour added 
in 1972 (NFDC 2008). It was dismantled by Southern Water in around 2003, but the rock armour was left in 
place and now acts as a groyne. 

7.3 MILFORD ON SEA, M35 TO M1 
The original field of 35 timber groynes survived intact until recently. The beach is very volatile, and  
prolonged periods of storms in 2008 resulted in a section of seawall collapsing and the loss of timber groynes 
16 & 17. A rock groyne was constructed in early 2009 in place of the damaged groynes as an emergency repair 
by Civils (UK) Ltd, with design occurring as construction proceeded. It was the only groyne to incorporate 
geotextile, which was successfully laid despite the difficulties. 
 

• Groynes 1, 3, 5, 16 have been rebuilt in rock. 
• Groyne 4 was replaced by new timber groynes 4a and 4b in 2006. 
• Groynes 17-19, and 29-33 have been completely removed. 
• Groynes 2, 6-15, 20-28, 34-35 are intact and fully maintained. 

7.4 HURST OFFSHORE BREAKWATER 
The Hurst Spit scheme utilises an offshore breakwater to anchor the root of the spit (Hurst Design Study 
19XX). It is not a groyne and does not have a linear baseline defence (apart from the recharged shingle bank), 
but is does function in a similar way to a groyne. It is of interest because: 

• it is the first (and so far only) use of Larvik Armourstone in the two bays 
• it could be seen as a novel groyne concept. 

 
It traps sufficient sediment to act as an occasional source of recycling, and 3,900m3 was recycled between 
2005 and 2013 (Ferguson 2012).  
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7.5 HURST CASTLE, H1 TO H17 
Hurst Castle has 17 old timber groynes (Figure 36) managed by English Heritage. The construction date is 
unknown, but some maintenance to the groynes and zigzag timber revetment was carried out by Dean & 
Dyball in 1988. The groynes are very short, are partly undermined and are now life-expired. They were 
partially buried by a rock revetment built by NFDC in 1996, when groynes 4,5,6,7 were removed. 
 
Beach levels are very low from groynes 9 to 17. Groyne 10 is undermined and the piles are leaning to the east.  

7.6 POST-PROJECT APPRAISAL OF THE NFDC GROYNES 
It is remarkable that the Barton on Sea field of 25 timber groynes has been reduced to just 6 rock groynes. 
The groynes are fairly short and widely spaced, so the S/L ratio is amongst the highest in the study area. 
 
Rotational ground movements have occurred under NFDC’s rock revetments and groynes, displacing them 
seawards and upwards. Rock structures are uniquely able to accommodate such movements without 
detriment to their performance.  
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8 GUIDANCE 
 
Similar conditions have created similar responses by the five local authorities. The table below compares each 
authorities’ practise with “standard” practise.  

Table 7 

Item PDC BoP BBC CBC NFDC Standard 
Level of MHW ? +0.84 +0.84 +0.84 +0.89  
Level of MLW ? -1.19 -1.19 -1.19 -1.33  
Excavate to substrate? n/a No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Lay geotextile? n/a No No No Some Yes 
Foundation layer? n/a Yes No No No Yes 
Core layer? n/a No No Some No Yes 
Rock source: Pu=Purbeck, 
Po=Portland, M= Mendip, L=Larvik 

Pu Po Pu Po Pu Po Pu Po Pu Po 
M, L 

 

Armour size (tonnes)  1-3, 3-6  1-7   
Side slopes  1:4, 1:2 1:1.5 1:1.5 1:1.5  
Base line defence? Yes Yes Some Some Yes  
Groyne long profile types  n/a 3 1,2,4 1 1 1,2 
Routine maintenance? n/a Yes No Yes No  
Fill voids for safety? n/a Yes Yes Yes No  
Provide walkway n/a Yes No No No No 
Provide access track n/a No No Yes Some No 
Any accidents known? n/a Yes No No No  
Maintenance cost per groyne per year n/a £500 £0.00 £2,800 n/a n/a 
New build groynes in rock 1850 1990/1 1986 1976, 

1980 
n/a  

Rebuild old groynes in rock: N/a 2005 2009 1997 1972  
 
The following sections discuss the issues faced by the authorities and conclude with guidance for future 
groyne construction in the study area. 

8.1 EXCAVATE TO SUBSTRATE? 
It is “standard practise” to excavate to substrate.  
 
All except BoP routinely excavate to substrate. The exception occurred at Sandbanks because there is a 30m 
layer of sand and gravel infilling a former channel into Poole Harbour, so no substrate exists under the 
Sandbanks Phase 1 & 2. When Branksome Chine was built, the practise continued, although it might have been 
possible to reach the substrate. The consequence of not excavating to the substrate is that the underlying 
sand and gravel might be washed out causing settlement of the rock groyne. Settlement is less likely in the 
sheltered west of the bays. 
 
Guidance 
 
Rock groynes should be excavated to substrate to avoid the risk of undermining and settlement, except in 
the vicinity of Poole Harbour Entrance where the substrate is very deep. 
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8.2 LAY GEOTEXTILE? 
It is “standard practise” to lay geotextile on the substrate.  
 
BoP, BBC, CBC and NFDC have all built groynes without geotextile. It is perceived to be very difficult (if not 
impossible) to lay geotextile for groyne foundations in Poole & Christchurch bays, because of the  

• limited tidal range 
• limited time to excavate 
• exposure to wave action (particularly swell) 

 
Only one groyne (of 114) has geotextile; NFDC M16. Laker described a major effort required to lay the 
geotextile at M16, which required dead calm sea conditions. 
 
Experiments by NFDC under rock revetments (built at a higher level so that time constraints were less 
onerous) show that a geotextile reduces settlement of rock on a clay substrate.  
 
Guidance 
 
It is not possible to lay geotextile in the study area, because of the very limited time available for 
excavation due to the proximity of the amphidromic point. Any attempt to lay geotextile could be 
hazardous. 

8.3 LAY A FOUNDATION LAYER? 
It is “standard practise” to lay a foundation layer on the geotextile. 
 
BBC, CBC and NFDC have all built groynes without a foundation layer because it is perceived to be too 
difficult to lay a separate foundation layer in the limited time available. Given the very short tidal window, 
work must be carried out in a single tide, because if the half-complete structure is washed over by the sea, 
then the time spent to expose the working surface on the next tide may stop all progress. 
 
Only BoP successfully laid a foundation layer under all of their groynes (Figure 37). This is laid dry in 
excavation down to MLW, but is broadcast onto the seabed under water below MLW, which raises some doubts 
as to its thickness and compaction. Some limestone was visible on the surface of the beach at Branksome 
Chine in 2012. It probably resulted from inadequate removal of the working platform, rather than having 
moved up from the foundation layer. 
 
BBC made use of a naturally occurring basal layer in lieu of a foundation layer at Groynes 18,19,51,52. 
 
Guidance 
 
It is not possible to lay a foundation layer in Christchurch Bay. 
 
It is not possible to lay a foundation layer in the exposed east of Poole Bay, and in any case a naturally 
occurring basal later provides the same function. 
 
It is possible to lay a foundation layer in the sheltered west of Poole Bay. 

8.4 LAY A CORE LAYER? 
It is “standard practise” to lay a core layer on the foundation layer and then to place the armour on top of 
the core layer.  
 
BoP, BBC, CBC and NFDC have all built groynes without a core layer because it is perceived to be too difficult 
to provide and lay a separate core layer in the limited time available. Given the very short tidal window, work 
must be carried out in a single tide, because if the half-complete structure is washed over by the sea, then 
the time spent to expose the working surface on the next tide may stop all progress.  
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Only CBC has used a core layer (in Groynes H0 to H12) and only then as an infill between coarser side walls. 
However, the core layer was found to be fractured when exposed. 
 
There is little cost advantage in using a core layer, as the slight saving for the smaller rock size is offset by 
the need to stockpile two rock sizes on a typically congested site. 
 
Guidance 
 
It is not practical to lay a core layer in Poole & Christchurch Bays. 

8.5 SELECTION OF ROCK ARMOUR 
BoP, BBC, CBC and NFDC all used Purbeck and Portland limestone in the early days. 
As demand increased, supplies from further afield have been used (e.g. Mendip limestone and Larvik 
Armourstone by NFDC). 
 
Purbeck limestone is native to Durlston and Swanage Bays. There has been no adverse aesthetic comment on 
its use in the adjacent Poole & Christchurch Bays. 
 
Portland, Mendip and French limestone are similar in appearance to Purbeck limestone and do not provoke 
any comment on their appearance. They are slightly harder than Purbeck rock and are available in larger sizes 
and in large quantities, but this is offset by the higher cost associated with greater transport distance. 
 
Larvik Armourstone is much harder but its black colour is objectionable to some. It is an obvious choice for 
the most exposed locations where a long maintenance-free life is a priority. 
 
Guidance 
 
It is acceptable to use Purbeck and Portland limestone in Poole Bay & the west of Christchurch Bay, 
because there is no indication that abrasion of the rock is an issue. 
 
There is no aesthetic objection to the use of limestone because it is viewed as “local” rock. 

8.6 INSPECT ROCK ARMOUR FOR HAZARDOUS VOIDS 
BoP and BBC inspected completed groynes for potentially hazardous voids, which are hazardous if the 
entrance is large enough for a child to enter. The deeper the void, the more hazardous it is. BoP filled all 
voids close to the walkways of the groynes because this is the most trafficked area. BBC found voids 
penetrating two layers of rock armour (i.e. >2m deep) which were filled with smaller rock. Repeat inspections 
are needed to ensure the voids have not been scoured out. 
 
Guidance 
 
New rock groynes should be inspected for hazardous voids.  
 
All hazardous voids should be filled with the largest possible rocks. 

8.7 LAY A DECK TRACK? 
The small tidal range makes it desirable for plant to run along the top of a groyne under construction. 
Consultants for BBC considered this to be unacceptable because it might damage the rock armour. 
 
The CBC Highcliffe groyne field had a deck of 150 to 200mm limestone laid along the spine of each groyne to 
provide a plant access track, but overtopping waves washed the limestone onto the beach. It is now replaced 
with shingle from the beach if access is required for maintenance.   
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Guidance 
 
It is acceptable to lay a temporary deck track along the top of a rock groyne under construction to gain 
access as construction proceeds. The deck should be thick enough to avoid tracked plant damaging the 
rock armour and to avoid the rock armour damaging wheeled plant.  
 
Imported material should not be used because it will be washed onto the beach; native beach material 
should be used. 
 
Geotextile may be used temporarily to reduce the amount of beach material falling into the body of the 
rock, but the geotextile must be removed upon completion because it could be a hazard if washed off the 
groyne. 

8.8 INSTALL A WALKWAY? 
BoP provided walkways for health & safety reasons on all but one of their rock groynes. A walkway precludes 
the option of plant running along the top of the groyne during construction. 
 
Guidance 
 
It is acceptable install a walkway along the top of a rock groyne to provide save egress from the sea by 
beach users and for safe access to the sea by emergency responders and the mobility-impaired. 
 
The level of the walkway must be carefully assessed to avoid the formation of slippery surfaces. 

8.9 BASE LINE DEFENCE? 
The majority of the groynes close onto a linear defence (i.e. a concrete seawall, timber breastwork, gabion 
breastwork or rock revetment). The exceptions are (from west to east): 

• BBC 51, 52 extended back with gabion baskets 
• BBC 55 built in front of low cliffs 
• BBC 61 (HHLG) built in 1937 at a remote and otherwise undefended site. There was a risk the groyne 

might be outflanked, but the littoral drift soon established a wide beach on the west side, which 
provided shelter. 

• CBC S3-S13; the groynes were not extended completely back to the timber revetment, but instead a 
gravel core was used to close the groynes to the base line. 

• Hurst offshore breakwater, backed by a replenished shingle ridge. 
 
Guidance 
 
Groynes should extend back to the baseline defence (if it exists).  
 
It is acceptable to extend groynes back with a less –robust material. 

8.10 GROYNE LONG PROFILE 
The majority of the groynes built by BBC, CBC & NFDC are “Type 1” (Figure 12.1). 
 
BBC built “Type 2” groyne (61) where the water was particularly shallow (Figure 12.2). 
 
BoP adopted a “Type 3“ long profile (Figure 12.3) to accommodate a walkway that remained dry at high tide. 
 
BBC has 3 groynes of “Type 4” long profile (Figure 12.4) but this may be the result of settlement. 
 
Guidance 
 
The long profile depends on local beach profiles and any intended access required during and after 
construction. 
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8.11 ALTERNATIVE BEACON LOCATIONS 
Some groynes have beacons installed for the safety of mariners. BBC, CBC & NFDC install the beacons on piles 
on the roundhead of the groyne (Figure 13.1), where the rock armour protects them from wave attack and 
collision with vessels. 
 
BoP install the beacons to seaward of the roundhead (Figure 13.2), where they are more exposed to wave 
attack and vessel collision. However, given the proximity of boat movements in Poole Harbour entrance 
(Figure 22) this location provides protection for vessels approaching the groyne closely, as some rocks may 
roll off the roundhead and sit on the seabed.  
 
There is no need to mark every groyne; every 3rd or 4th groyne is acceptable to Trinity House. 
Guidance 
 
Beacons should be mounted on the roundhead to provide a sheltered site for installation and 
maintenance. 
 
In Poole & Christchurch Harbour entrances, beacons should be mounted beyond the end of groynes to 
provide safe navigation. 

8.12 PROVISION OF WARNING SIGNS 
All five authorities use some form of warning sign.  

Table 8 

Authority Wording Colour 
PDC   
BoP Caution Keep clear of rocks (Figure 24) Yellow 
BBC Caution Keep off groynes Yellow 
PDC Caution keep off groyne Yellow 
NFDC   
 
Until c.1995 BBC used white letters on a red background and the word “Danger” but after taking legal advice 
changed to “Caution” and black letters on a yellow background.  
 
One beach user, after reading the notice, asked the author what a “groyne” was… 
 
Guidance 
 
Warning signs should be provided at every rock groyne. 
 
The warning signs should prominently display the groyne number to aid maintenance workers, beach staff 
and emergency responders. 

8.13 GROYNE NUMBER SEQUENCES 
Each authority has its own groyne numbering sequence (in two cases, more than one) and these are given 
below, from West to East. Two groynes are numbered in two authorities’ sequences (but are listed only once 
in the spreadsheet, to avoid double-counting).  
 
Groynes have long lives and many have been renumbered since construction. Older numbers are given (where 
known) so that documents using the old numbers can be put in context.  
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Table 9 

Authority Number sequence, W to E Renumbered? 
PDC: South Swanage Unknown  
PDC: North Swanage 1 to 21  
Private - Brownsea Island Unknown  
BoP 33 to 1 Yes 
BBC 1 to 67 Yes, c.1980 
CBC: Mudeford Sandbank S1 to S13  
CBC: Mudeford M1 to M13  
CBC: Friar’s Cliff F1 to F6  
CBC: Highcliffe H0 to H12  
NFDC: Barton  1 to 25  
NFDC: Milford-on-sea 35 to 1  
NFDC: Hurst N/a  
Private - Hurst Castle Unknown  
 
Groynes may be allocated numbers at the design stage and the field might be renumbered after a substantial 
number are completed. 
 
Some authorities display the groyne numbers prominently (i.e. BBC, CBC) but others do not (i.e. PDC, BoP & 
NFDC). 
 
Beach inspectors, beach cleaners, lifeguards and  emergency responders use groyne numbers to coordinate 
operations. 
 
RNLI lifeguards requested that BoP and BBC adopt a common numbering system to assist coordination with 
Coastguard, air ambulance and lifeboats. The cost of providing new signs to 80+ groynes is considerable, and 
the benefits will be assessed in the future. 
 
Guidance 
 
Consideration should be given to a unified numbering sequence, particularly in Poole Bay, to assist 
emergency responders.  

8.14 THE CHOICE BETWEEN TIMBER AND ROCK GROYNES 
Tyhurst (1986) suggested that rock is uneconomic compared to timber if the height of the groyne exceeds 4m. 
This still seems to be true, because BBC’s standard timber groyne is 4.2m high and an equivalent rock groyne 
would be considerably more expensive. BBC policy was to build timber groynes in the sheltered west (1 to 50) 
and rock groynes in the exposed east at Hengistbury Head (51 to 67) where rock in the substrate precludes 
pile driving. 
 
Guidance 
 
Timber remains an acceptable choice for groynes in Poole and Christchurch Bays, particularly in the 
relatively sheltered west.  

8.15 CONVERSION OF TIMBER TO ROCK GROYNES 
A number of timber groynes have been completely converted to rock groynes: 

• BoP 1-5 
• BBC 51,52 (partial conversion at outer end only) 
• BBC 67 
• CBC  
• NFDC Barton 10,10A,15,18,22,25 
• NFDC Milford 1,3,5,16  
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A number of timber groynes have been partially converted to become composite rock and timber groynes by a 
gradual process of replacing dilapidated planking with increasing amounts of rock. 

• CBC 20, 14 
 
Guidance 
 
It is expedient to gradually convert dilapidated timber groynes to rock, but the full benefits of conversion 
to rock are not achieved by this ad-hoc approach. 

8.16 HYBRID TIMBER AND ROCK GROYNES 
It seems reasonable to consider combining the best elements of each type of construction in a single 
structure; that is: 

• timber construction at the landward end, giving minimum impact on beach use 
• rock construction at the seaward end, giving maximum resistance to abrasion. 

 
No such groynes have been built from new in the study area, but several were built by Dean & Dyball for the 
EA at Feltham in 1996. Disadvantages of this approach include:  

• two types of material have to be ordered 
• two types of plant are required 
• two sets of skills are required by the workforce 
• the hybrid groyne requires an overlap between the 2 forms of construction.  

All of these factors will increase costs. 
 
Guidance 
 
It is unlikely to be economic to build new hybrid groynes. 

8.17 USE OF ROCK TO CLOSE A TIMBER GROYNE TO THE SUBSTRATE 
One of the main difficulties in building a timber groyne in this area is the limited tidal range, which reduces 
the time available for a deep exaction. This makes fitting the bottom planks of a timber groyne difficult and 
dangerous, occurring as it does either below sea level in a deep bund (Figure 38.1) or with divers (Figure 
38.2). It was this risk that led BBC to change from the Type H to Type K design, but the Type K has its own 
weaknesses. 
 
One way to reduce this risk is to build most of the timber groyne by conventional means, but to replace the 
lower 1m or so with rock (Figure 38.3). This can be placed much faster than timber planks; it is able to 
accommodate scour by settling, and being at a low level, can be smaller than conventional armour. 
This technique was successfully used at Swanage (Goater 2012, pers.comm.).  
 
Guidance 
 
The hazard of closing a timber groyne onto the substrate can be reduced by using small rock along the 
base of the groyne. 

8.18 MAXIMISING THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF TIMBER GROYNES 
BBC’s timber groynes have a nominal life expectancy of 25 years. The groynes remain in virtually new 
condition for about 15 years, and then gribble attack and wear loosens planks in the outer third of the groyne. 
However, with high beach levels resulting from beach replenishment, the inner half of the groyne remains 
virtually pristine. Normal BBC practise is to replace the outer 10 bays of planks after 15 to 20 years, and then 
to replace the entire groyne at 25 years old. While grant aid was readily available for new construction, and 
recognising that the groyne layout was not optimal, BBC practise from 1995 to 2004 was to build new timber 
groynes on new locations to optimise the groyne spacing. This process is incomplete and has been overtaken 
by the Strategy Studies (2004 and 2012) that propose the use of rock groynes. 
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The following strategy could be adopted to maximise the life expectancy of new timber groynes (Figure 39): 
• Year 1, build new timber groynes at optimal spacing using Ekki planks rather than Greenheart. 
• Year 20, replace outer 10 bays of planking with new Ekki. 
• Year 40, replace outer 10 bays of planking again, with new Ekki. 
• Year 60, replace outer 10 bays of planking and piles with rock armour. 
• Year 80, replace inner 20 bays of planking and piles with rock armour  

 
Guidance 
 
The life expectancy of timber groynes can be extended by  

• using gribble-resistant timbers 
• using coachscrews rather than bolts 
• successively converting the groyne from timber to rock. 

8.19 GROYNE GEOMETRY OPTIMISATION 
There is little evidence that more complex plan forms such as “Y” or “T” are more efficient than simple “I” 
forms, except at sharp changes in direction of the coast (e.g. BoP Groyne 31). 
 
All future groynes should be optimised to retain as much beach fill as possible, in order to optimise beach 
replenishment schemes.  
 
Guidance 
 
Groynes should: 

• have a top profile which minimises overtopping. 
• extend to the MLW 
• close down onto the substrate 
• close back onto the baseline 
• be perpendicular to the baseline, to minimise length 
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Figure 6: Groyne length L in Poole & Christchurch Bays
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Figure 7: Groyne spacing S in Poole & Christchurch Bays
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Figure 9: Groyne spacing/length ratio S/L in Poole & Christchurch Bays
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Figure 11: Groyne azimuth A in Poole & Christchurch Bays
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Figure 27:  BBC Groynes 55 56 57; comparison of 1986 design and 2009 levels
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